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Introduction
The material to be presented in this pape r has several
general, rather than a single direct, application to clinical
medicine .

No apology is offered for the fact that it will deal

with theoretical rather than practical considerations.

It is a

truism that ma ny, and perhaps most , of t he outstanding advances
in medicine have come from the laboratory rather than from the
hospital or clin i c.

In the fo Llowing pages evidence will be

presented to show that the fu nction of calcium in t he body, tk.
response of cells to stimulation, the action of anaesthe tics, the
coagulation and haemolysie of blood--all may depe nd on a single
type of cellular change, the surfa ce precipitation reaction.
A phenomenon havi ng a bearing on so many different physiological
processes should be of interest to the clinician both because of
its t heo retical significance and its futur e pra ctical app 1ication
to medical probl em s.
Definition.
The term

11

surface precipitation reaction" was coined by Heilb runn

(19 27) to refer to the formati on of a membrane at the surface of

a cytoplasmic mass whe n t he latter is exuded from a broken or crushed
living ce ll.

The expression does not imply a single chem ical or

physical reaction, but i nc lud es all changes wh: ch result in the
formation of such a membra.,e.

Ot he r observations by various inves-

t i gators have shown that cytoplas~ ic 'gelation occurring deep in

2.

certain cel l s has many characteristics of this true surface
precipitation reaction.

Heilbrunn and his students new apply

the term to a physi logical cytoplasm ic gelation associated with
the vital activity of the cell, this gelation being preceded by
and presumably caused by the release of calcium ions from the cortex
of the cell.
Historical.
Although the full biolog ical significance of the surface
precipitation reaction has only begun to be appreciated recently,
the fundamental observations have been made repeatedly during bhe
II

last 160 years.

•

As early as 1786, Muller described

11

moleculae

mucidae 11 appearing on the surfaces of injured protozoons.

These

structures were apparently protuberances of cytoplasm, enclosed
by surface films~ emerging through breaks in the cell membrane.
Such droplets of cyto pla m adhering to inj ure d protozoa were
0

cal led

II

globules de sarcode II by Duj ardin ( 1838) .

So;r;e early

observers believed these cytoplasmic extensions to be definite
organs, e.g. stomachs, instead of e vidences of injury.

Other

i nves tigators noticed that when unicellular organisms were crushed,
the protoplasm sometimes dissolved in the surrour ding culture fluid.
Tnis was called

11

decompos.;.tion by diffluencen.

On other occas :inns

diffluence did not occur and crushed protozoans bro~e into welldefined droplets of protoplasm each being surrounded by a membrane.
These were called by the Germs

II

Sarcodetropfen 11

•

vii thout doubt

t hese early observations re fer to the surface precipitation reaction

3.

occurring at the exposed surface of a cut cell.
More recently many students of protozoa have performed
experiments involving the cutting of cells and have noted the
formation of a membrane over the exposed cytoplasm .

Amoeba

and Stentor have been fav orite organism.a for such studies.

The

phenomenon has been observed in many types or plant and animal
cells, for example:

in the eggs of the sea urchin, Arbacia;

in blood cells of the frog; in cells of the algae , Chara and
Vauche r ia; in root hair cells of Hydrocharis; in hyphae of the
mold, ~hizo£us; i n the eggs of the sea weed, Fucus ; in the
pollen tubes of Irie; and elsewhere (Heilbrunn 1928).
The occurrence of the surface precipitation reaction.
It is frequently as _umed that proto _. laem from all types of
0

cells will form surface membranes when expos ed to the surrounding
liquid medium .

This is not true under all conditions.

If the

cytoplasm is rapidly ejected from the cell no membrane is formed,
whereas, if pressure be applied gradually and the cytoplasm emerges
slowly from t he cell, a surface precipitation reaction does
occur.

It is probable that if the cell contents flow out slowly

enough a film will fo~m irrespective of the organism concerned.
No surface pre cipitation reaction occurs, or observations from
diff'erent authors are conflicting in the case of the following
organisms:

eg?;s of th::;nolluscs Cu in~ia and Ilya_n_13.9.!>_a, and

those of the annelids Nereis , Chaetopterus, and Diopatra .
surface films are said to 1 be formed in certain races of

No

4.

Paramoecium.

In spite of these apparent exceptions (which may

not be exceptions at al 1 in the final analysis , but the re s ults
of inaccurate or incomplete observations), it may safely be said
that the ability to form surface membranes is probably a general
attribute of cytoplasm.
The prope rty of forming surface membranes appears to be
limited to cytoplasm only.

Churney (1941), using insect material,

found that the nucleoplaem of germinal, salivary gland, intestinal,
mus cular, and ganglion cells is incapable of producing surface
films.

The same is true of m.\cleoplaem of marine ova.

When

Churney crushed nuclei from the different kinds of cells in the
presence of calcium, no trace of a surface precipitation react:ion
was observed.

Hie attempt to explain this peculiarity of nucleo-

plasm is as follows.

The cell membrane is negatively charged,

the nuclear membrane, positively (Churney and Klein, 1937).
authors consider the

11

These

nuclear membrane 11 as the nucleus from which

the chromosomes have been extruded by pressure.

The isoelectric

point of the nuclear membrane is high (pH 10.6 - 11.2), yet the
pH of the nucleoplasm is close to neutrality.

A protein on the

acid side of its is oelectric point binds anQons.

So the nuclear

membrane, if it is a structure com ~osed largely of prot eins, cannot
combine with cations like ca lcium but must exist as a protein-

,,

anion combination.

11

Since the property of film formation, how~ver,

appears to depend on the establishment of a calcium-proteinate,
it is obvious that the nucle a r membrane --existing as a protein-

5.

anion combinetion--ca ~n ot uoss ibly possess this physiological
property of film formation. 11
It is not quite clear just what Ohurney means by this
statement.

No one believes that the nuclear membrane of

any cell possesses the property of film formation.

The surface

film formed by a surface precipitation reaction arises de~~
from the cytoplasm and is not a product of a pre~existing membrane.
This confusion probably arises from the use of inexact terminology.
Elsewhere in the same paper Churney remarks that the

11

sign of the

charge of the nuclear membrane and the chromosomes was determined
using intact cells, isolated muclei, and nuclei from which the
chromosomes had been partly extruded by pressure 11

•

If, by the

term "nuclear membrane", he means the true nuc lear membrane plus
a thin layer of nucleoplasm, his statement becomes understandable.
If then the proteins in the peripheral layer of nucleoplasm be
on the acid side of their isoelectric po int, it is true that
that they cannot combine with calcium to form a surface
precipitation reaction.
The nucleolus, however, is capable of showing vacuolizatim,
which is thought to be an evide ~ce of a surface precip itation
reaction (See page 70 ).

This was observed as early as 1864 by

Balbioni who saw vacuolated nuclei in ova.

Tne same phenomenon

has been reported in nuclei of oocytes of Arbacia and Ne reis
and in nucleoli of inse ct ,salivary gland cells by Churney ( 1941).

6.

It is possible that this reaction of vacuolization in the
nucleolus is ~ot comparable to that in the cytoplasm .
The relationship of surface tension and adsorption £henomena
to the surface precipitation reaction.
The usual explanation of the formation of surface films on
naked cytoplasm is based on surface tension phenomena .

According

to the Gibbs-Thompson rule, substances which lower surface tension
accumulate in the surface layer, whereas those which raise it are
present in greates t concentration within the interior of the
liquid.

It is wel l known that the re are substances in cytoplasm

which can lower the surface tensio•.

These materials , mainlf

lipoids, supposedly aggregate at the surface of the cytoplasm
and compose the membrane .

Proponents o~ this theory 9f cell

membrane formation point out that a membrane is formed in just
this manner when peptone is added to water.

A solid peptone

membrane appea "s at the water-air or water-oil interface.

Until

recently a similar explanation was generally accepted to account
for the surface precipitati on reaction.

Recently Heilbrunn

(1928, 1943) has argued that such a theory is untenable for the
following reasons:

1.

Peptone membranes fo rm only at a water-air

or water-oil i nterface, but when a cell is cut, there can be no
surface tension interface between the protoplasm and water because

ih protoplasm the dispension medium itself is water.

Obviously, no

surface film can exist between an aqueous solution and water.

7

2.

In the presence of fairly high concentrations of calcium,
,_

the fat solvents do not affect the surface precipitation
reaction although they lower surface tens i on greatly .

If the

surface precipitat ion r eaction were dependent upon the accumulation
of surface tension lowering lipo ids, t he addition of fat solvents
should lower the surface te nsion enough to make further lowering
diff icul't and so tend to prevent the formation of a membrane.
Heilbrunn (1927) foun d however, that neither

5% ethyl acetate, 0.02N

4%

but., l alcohol, nor

ether,

5%

acetane,

0.5% chloroform

affected the surface precipitation reaction in Arbacia eggs.
These concentrations of fat solvents were as strong as could be
used without causing immediate coagulation of the protoplasm .

5.

The surface precipitation reaction is fav ored by elevating

tem perature.

Heilb runn (1927) found that at

5.5°

C. the surface

precipitation r eaction occurs very slowly, but as the temperature
is raised it takes place much more rapidly.

It is well known,

however, that as temperature increases dif ferences in surface
te nsion are diminished and adsor ption decre~ses.

Consequently

the formation of surface films cannot be due to adsorption of
materials which lowe r surface tension.
From these facts it is evident that the surface precipitation
reaction cannot de pend solely on any one ads orption reaction.
Rather it depends on some vital proces s , superficially similar
to coagulation of other biological flui ds , and, as yet , not
e xplainable on any simp le l physic a l basis.

8.

The function of calcium in the surf~ precipitation reaction.
THe calcium ion is noted for its tendency to form insoluble
compounds.

Of particular interest are the gels which form in

the presence of calcium, including calcium-caseinate and calciurnpectinate .

If the formation of surface films is looked upon

as a kind of biological gelation, it is not surprising to
find that calcium is necessary for

its

production.

It is easy

to demonstrate that calcium is essential f or the surface precipitation reaction.

When sea urchin eggs which have been washed

for one minute through three changes of isotonic saline

are

crushed, no trace of a surface precipitation reaction a ppears.
The protoplasm dissolves in the saline solution (Heilbrunn 1927).
The same thing occurs when cells are crushed in calcium-free sea
water prepared by adding a small amount of ammonium oxalate to
sea water.

In a similar manner calcium has been shown to be

essential for the surface precipitation reaction in other
echinoderm (Echinarachnis)
eggs, in Stentor and in A:noeba
- - --- - - - (Chambers and Reznikoff 1926).
,.

The latter i nvestigators found

that a surface tear is immediately re paired in dilute OaOl2
solution, with greater difficu lty in MgOl2 solution, and not at
all in NaCl .

Oddly, tears also promptly were healed in dis tilled

water supposedly in the absence of all salts .

It is possible that

distilled water may free calcium from the interior of the amoeba .

9.

In Nitella (Grafe, 1922) the exuding protoplasm forms a fil m about
itself, but in the presence of a soap solution no film is formed.
It may be that soap removes the calcium.

Whateve r may be the

interpretation of the results in Amoeba and Ni1el.Ja, it is certain
that in Arbacia and Echinerachnis, ~tenter and other organisms
to be discussed l ater calcium is necessary for the surface
precipitation reaction.
Other experiments (Heilbrunn 1934a)have shown that
magnesium can replace calcium but only in much higher concentration.

Whereas a mere trace of calcium is sufficient to insure

a surface precipitation reaction in Arbacia eggs, a concentration
of magnesium about 100 times as great is required to produce the
same effect.

Eggs put in isotonic magnesium solution do not

show a surface precipitation reaction unless they are left there
for a long t~e.

Even then a fil m is formed only occasionally.

In oxalated sea water (which contains magnesium), no surface
precipitation occurs. Strontium can replace calcium and is
effective in ap proximately the same concentration, but the
reaction is not qite so clear cut as with calcium .

Barium is

entirely inef fective.
The relationship of the surface prec i uitation reaction to other
vital £henomena.
Most of the credit for noting the full biological significance
of the surface precipitatjon reaction belongs to Heilbrunn and his

10 .

students.

It was he who recognized the fact that the surface

precipitation reaction is a phenomenon which probably plaJs a
dominating role in many vital processes in living cells .

His

study of the surface precipitation reaction and the work which
followed hie lead has provided a basis for a better understanding of such diverse phenomena as:

The mechanisms of

stimulation and response, anaesthesia, ion antagonism, cell
division, vacuole formation , coagulation of blood and other
biological fluids , and haemolysis of blood.

The relation of

the surface precipitation reaction to these phenomena will be
considered in the remainder of this paper .

'-

11.

The calcium.release theory of stimulation
and the surface precipitation reaction
Protoplasm is sensi t ive to stimuli of many diffeTent kinds
including thermal, mechanical, electrical, osmotic,, and radiant
(visible light, ultraviolet, ,x-rays, radium emanations).

Although

the ultimate response obtained from a cell is dependent on the
type of cell stimulated, none the less certain characteristics
of response are universal.

Thus there is always a latent period ,

a refractory period, a lowering of the electrical potential(i.e.

an action

current), and a wave of excitation which spreads from

the point of stimulation.

These similarities of respons e and

the fact that all types of protoplasm are se nsitive to the same
types of stimulation suggest that the reaction of protoplasm to
a stimulus is the same irrespective of the kind of stimulus or
the nature of the protoplasm.

If something · could be learned of

this fundamental response of protoplasm to a stimulus, considerable
progress would be made in understanding vital proce s s~s in gene ral.
I t has already been shown in the preceding pages that one of the
basic characteristics of protopl a sm is the ab i lity to form a
surface precipitation reaction.

When a cell is stimulated in any

of a number of ways, changes which resemble an internal surface
precipitation reaction take place in the cyto plasm.

This

phenomenon has been observed in a wide variety of different kinds

12.

of ce lls, including the A:noeba, Echinoderm eggs, various plant
cells, and seve ral types of ma;nmalian cells .
!Jnoeba.
The amoeba is a favorable organism to use in . studying
cellular physiology because it is thought to re present protoplasm in its simplest form.
following parts:

1~

The organism consists of the

A cell membrane ; 2) a cortex or plasma-

gel, which is a relatively viscous outer layer of cytoplasm; and

3) an inner relatively fluid . mass of cytoplam called the plasmasol in which is imbedded the nucleus .

Two species of amoeba

are especially valuable for experimentj' purposes :. Amoeba
Er~t~~s which has a cons picuous thick 1plasmagel

and Amoeba

dubia which is largely plasmasol, . having only a very thin
peripheral zone of plasmage l • •

B'cause of these structural

peculiarities, Amoeba proteus is 1 well adapted for studies on
the plasmagel

and _.A.~oeba dub~i best yields information on the

plasmasol • .
Heilbrunn and Daugherty (1933) studied the effect of ultraviolet radiation a s a stinulating agent in these two s pecies of
Amoeba.

Ultra-violet l ight has a very pro nounced action on most

all types of living organisms .

In moderate dosages it stops

locomotion i n Amoeba, stops cyclosis in plant cells (He r tel~

1904), causes re t ra ction of tentacles in sea anemones, causes

l?•

contraction of smooth and striated muscle fibers, and is an
effective parthenogenetic agent (Lillie and Baskerville, 1922) .
Hence, like electricity, ultra-violet light is a general
protoplasmic stinulant.

Excessive dosages cause death .

Irradiation ot these two speci~s of Amoeba with sublethal,
i . e. stimulating, dosages of ultra-violet light disclosed the
fact that the viscosity of the protoplasm is altered by this
stimulating agent .

The viscosity measurements were made by

centrifuging the organisms at a known constant rate and noting
the time reqired to cause displacement of the cytoplasmic granules through one-half of the cell .
of measuring protoplasmic viscosity.
caused an increase of about
sol of Amoeba dubia .

This is the centrifuge method
Ul t ra-violet radiation

500% in the viscosity of the plasma-

This increased viscosity reaches its

maximum about twenty to thirt y minutes after exposure, but is
preceded by a transient decrease in viscosity.

When amoebae

were exposed to ammonium oxalate f~r a few minutes and then
irradiated, no change in viscosity was obtained.

.When they first

were immersed in calcium chloride ~eTe~~-ir~n-e.4.e~4efl and then
irradiated, no change in viscosity was found.

So it appears

that the change in viscosity observed when a normal amoeba is
irradiated is dependent on the presence of calcium.
experiments applied _to the plasmage l

The same

(Amoeba proteus)showed that

the visc 0sity of this layer ~s reduced ab out

74% by irradiation .

14.

Type s of stimulation othe r than ultra-violet light ca:use
the same changes in the amoeba.

Angerer (1936) used a

mechanical agitator and the centrifuge method to measure the
effect of mechanical agitation or the viscos i ty of pr otoplasm .
When Amceba proteus was subjected to mechanical ag itation at a
rate of four jolts per second for five minut )s t her e was a 32fo
drop in the viscosity of the plasmagel .

The rap idity of the

decreas e in viscosity was pro portional to the rate of ag itation ,
the amplitude of translation remaining· constant.

After attain-

ment of the minimum vis cosity, further agitation was ineffective
unti l death of the cell occurred .

The res ponse of Amoeba dubia

to the game· treatment was more si gnificant.
plasmasol first decreased

30%

The viscosity of

in twenty to thirty seconds and

t hen gradua lly increased ove r five and one-half minute period
to a maximum of 70% above t he original normal value .
shaking ca,used

no further change .

Co ntinued

Thus the plasm agel or cortex

(Amoeb~ proteu~) res ponds to mechanical agitation by undergoing
li quifaction and the plasmas ol or interior of t h e cell (Amoeba
dubia) by brie f liquifaction and t hen gelation .

These are

exactly t he finding sof Heilbrunn and Daugher ty (1933) with
r espe ct to stimulation with ultra-violet ligh t.
Angerer( l 937, 194G) has also studied the effe cts of t he r mal
stimuli on Amoeba .

Unfo rtunately only Amoeba ~roteua was used

15.

and so the results are only available on.. the behavior of
plasmagel .

Like oth er t 1pes of stimuli already described,

rapid increase in temperature (16-25° increment in one to ten
minutes) caused a decrease in viscosity.

A gradual increase

in temperat ure also caused a gradual decrease in viscosity.
Amoebic protoplasm responds to electrical stimulation in
much the same way as to other sti:nuli.

Angerer and ;/ilbur( 194.3)

studied the effect of electric currents on plasmagel (Amoeba
prot~) .

When an amoeba was exposed to a weak direct current

there was a brief latent period and then the viscosity of the
plasmagel fell to a minimum value and remained there.

A st~ong

current caused a greater decrease in viscosity without a
measurable preceding latent period.

Still stronger current

caused anodal breakdown of the organism.

After moderate s timulation

the viscosity of the plasmagel returned to the pre-expe rimental
level i n four minutes.

Unfortunately no experiments were made

on Amoeba dubia to measure the effect of current on the viscosity
of plasmasol.

Angerer (19.39) however made such observations on

the inner cytoplasm of Arbacia eggs (seep. 21

~

) and noted a

transitory decrease followed by an increase in viscosity, as
night be anticipated .
Of great signi ficance is the fact that changes occurring in
the amoeba immediately after stimulation can be duplicated by

16.

exposing the organisms to calcium solutions .

Heilbrunn and

Daugherty ( l S: 31, 1932) found that when Amoeba £.l"_O_t,_e_us is put for
an hour or longer in a M/6O calcium chloride solution the
viscosity of the plasmagel is increased about

44%.

The ~ffects

of calcium on the plasmasol (Amoeba dubia) is quite the opposite.
It is made more fluid on exposure to calcium.
From the experiments outlined above the following summary
may be made concerning the behavior of amoebic protoplasm with respect to stimulating agents .
1.

The cytoplasm of the Amoeba is composed of two layers,

a relatively solid outer layer or cortex (plasmagel) and an
inner more fluid cytoplasmic mass (plasmasol) .
2.

Radient , mechanical, electrical, and thermal stimuli

are effective in producing a response in Amoeba, and further,
these agents cause an increase in viscosity of plasmasol which,
with certain stimuli, at least,is preceded by a decreae in
viscosity .

Stimuli of all types cause a decrease in viscosity

of the cortex .

3.

These changes are dependent on the presence of calcium .

4.

Removal of calcium (by immersion in oxalate) decreases

the viscosity of the plasmagel .

5•

Addition :; f calcium (by bmersion in calcium solution)

increases the viscosity of the plasma.gel and decreases that of
the plasmasol.

l /•

From these facts Heilbrunn and Daugherty (1955) formulated
the calcium-release the~ry of stimulation which briefly stated
is as follows:

Calcium is present in the cortex of the cell in

a bound or inactive form.

When the cell is stimulated calcium

is released from the cortex and enters the interior of the
cytoplasm where it produces first a brief liquifaction and then
a clotting of the protoplasm.

The cortex of the cell, being

thus deprived of calcium, undergoes liquifaction.

There are then

two stages into wh ich it is possib le to divide the effects of
stimulation.

The first stage in which calcium is released from

the cortex of the cell and the second sta ge in which the calcium
causes a clotting of the deeper cell contents.

Because ca l cium

is essential for both processes, Heilb runn believes that this
clotting of the inner cytoplasm is identical to a surface precipitation reaction taking place at the cytoplasmic surface.
This calcium-release theory provides a ready explanation
of some but not all of the observations described above.

With

mechanice.l stimulation, since the liquifaction of the cortex is
dependent on the rate of agitation, it follows that the amount
of calcium released is also dependent on the same facto~. But
after a minimum viscosity is attained further agitation causes
no change until the cell begins to break up .

The minimum

viscosity so obtained is somewhat lower than that of oxalated

18.

protopl asm as reported by Heilbrunn and Daugherty

(1933) . Perhaps

another factor is present which reinforces the cal cium-release
mechanism.
When Amoeba E_Ote~ is immersed in oxalate solution, the
changes in the viscosity of the plasmagel are the same as those
caused by ultra-violet irradiation.
the change is the same in both.

Further, the magnitude of

Exposure of oxalated amoebae

to ultra-violet causes no additional decrease in viscosity.
Therefore the response is of the all or none type.
In the experiments Wiith electricity the anodal breakdown
of th~ amoeba with strong currents is exactly what might be
anticipated, since calcium ions, bearing a positive charge,
tend to leave the anodal end of the cell.

When sufficient

calcium ion is lost to cause se~ere li~ifaction of the cortex,
naturally the cell will break.
It is certainly not fortuitous thatcalcium ie the ion
most intimately associated both with the surface pre cipitation
reaction as it occurs at the surface of cells and with protoplasmic
gelati Jn resulting from stimu l ation.

Of all common cations, calcium

is most frequently ass ociated with the gel state .

It is concerned

with clotting of milk and bl ood .

It forms insoluble soaps and

insoluble compounds with pectin.

In thecor ~:- ex of the cell

calcium probably exists in combination with pr 0tei ns.

It is not

unreas onable to suppose that stimulating agents release calcium

19~

from the combination with proteins in the cortex of the cell.
Clark

(19?3) has proved that irradiation does releas e calciUlll

from protein combination in blood serum.

He irradiated serum.

and then dialyzed it in collodion sacs against physiological
saline.

Then the contents of the sacs as we l l as the dialysate

were analyzed for calciUlll.

38%

of the calcium dialyzed from

non-irradiated rabbits serum, and
Dogs serum gave

58% from irradiated serum.

44% and 53% r espe ctively.

When aqueous calcium

chloride solution of the same calcium content as blood serum was
dialyzed against the physiological saline, between
of the calcium dialyzed out.

50-,~

and

58%

So it appears that about one half

of the calcium at this concentration is diffusable in the presence of
sodium chloride •. Clark has also shown that serum albumen which
carries a negative charge at the pH of blood loses this charge
on irradiation.

It seems, therefore, that the un.:.ionized calcium

is released from the protein by discharging the protein.
Anslow, Foster, and Klingler

Further,

(1933) have shown that irradiation

with ultra-violet light can also break t he carboxyl bond and
relesf?e cations from combination with an amino acid, glycine.
If irradiation can free calcium from combination with pro.t ein
i n blood plasma and ~rom glycine in solution there is no reason
why it coul d not r eleas,e it f r om combination with proteins in the
cortex of a cell.

20.

"'·

Sea urchin~•
Sea urchin eggs, (Arbacia) have proved to be favorable
cells for study because of their large size and availability.
Like the ~oeba, these eggs have an outer cortex of viscous

---

cytoplasm and a more fluid inner pcrtion.
Heilbrunn and Young (1930) showed that irradiation of the
eggs causes an increase 'in: viscosity of the deep cytoplasm for
about fifteen minutes.

At the e91Ille time theie is a decrease in

the thickness of the cortical zone.

The duration of this period

is variable, sometimes not appearing at all.

Then the viscosity

of the deep cytoplasm rises to three to four times its original
level.

A fertilization membrane also rea...tl ts from the irradiatim

and the cell divides.

Egge treated with oxalate solution for as

little as one minute showed no membrane elevation, division or
viscosity changes.

Such a brief treatment with oxalate cannot

remove calcium from inside the egg, b~t it may be sufficient to
precipitate it from the surface.

Nor does the oxalate treatment

injure the eggs, for if they are put in sea water afterwards, they
again res pond normally to irradiation.

Simp ly washi~g the eggs

several times in calcium-free sodium chloride solution has the
same effect as oxalating t hem .

Therefore it is clear that in

the sea urchin egg,ae in the amoeb&,the effect of ultra-violet
radiation is dependent on the presence of calcium and this
irradiation causes an incr eas e in the viscosity of the deep
protoplasm.
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Several writers (e.g. Bayliss, 1920 ) have noted that during
the passage of an e lectric current through a cell the Brownian
movement of the finer granules stops
as indicating an incre ase in vis cosity.

and have interpreted this
This is not a valid

conclusion since during t he actual passage of the current,
7
electrophoretic movements of granules may temporarily arrest
Br ownian movement (Mast, 1931).

This critic ism is not applicable

to Angere rs (1939) experiments since he exposed eggs to direct
and alternating currents and then immediately deterwined the
viscosity of the protoplam by the centr i fuge method.

\'/ith

direct current there was an initial decrease in viscosity of
about 33% with a few seconds of stimulation, and,as stimulation
was continued, the viscosity gr adually increased u ntil after
fifteen seconds it had rea ched 225% of the pre ceding minimum
value .

Alternating current gave somewhat greate r initial effect

probably because of the greater shearing e f fect caused by pr otoplaa-·
mic- gr anulea being

s~§pended in an oscillating ele ctric field.

These vibrating granules would tend to break down proto ? lasmic
structure.

So the effects of electrical stimulation on tnis

organism are in accord wi t h those observed with ultra-violet
light an d can also be explained by a calcium-release mechanism.
Thus far the experiments described on

~rba~~~

eggs have

only collaborated and not added to the i nf or mat ion already
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obtained with Amoeba.

The sea urchin eggs are unique, howeve r,

in that they have structures withm them which serve as indicators
of calcium release.

Unfertil ized Arbacia eggs contain small

(one micron in diameter) red pigment granules evenly distributed
through the cytoplasm.

Harri s, (1943) claims to have shown that

these pigment granules are in reality small vacuoles having osmotic
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properties.

They undergo lysis in hypotonic so luti ons. '

When

eggs are crushed i n sea water these pigment granules break down
and their red coloring material diffuses throughout the protoplasm .
Simultaneously . a surface precipitation reaction occurs and the
extruded cytop l88I! becomes encased in a surface film .

If the

egg is crus he d in the absence of calcium, the red granules do not
break down and~of course~no surface pre cipitation re ac ti on occurs.
Pigment gr anules is olated from cells crushed in the absence of
calcium will break down when calcium is added .

(Heilbrunn, 19 34a) .

Magnes ium will cauae the same effe ct but only in much highe r (lOOx)
concentration .

In the presence of oxalates and citrates, or

potassium or sodium , the isolated granules wi l l not break down .
Thes e pi gment granules are i nvolved directly in the surface precipitation reaction.

Heilbrunn (1927) centrifuged eggs to con centrate

all of the pigment gr anules int_o one pole of the egg .
were then crushed in sea water and observed closely .
ce lls ruptured at that pole where

The eggs
When the

the pigment granules we re
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concentrated, a typical surface precipitation reaction took
place, but when the egg broke elsewhere, none occurred.

Not

only are the pigment granules displaced by centrifuging, but
other colorless granules are also affected.

It might be thought

that these colorless granules ,rather than the red ones, might be
necessary for the surface precipitation reaction.

To test this

possibility, the eggs were centrifuged as before, but were let
stand an hour before being crushed.

During this time, the

colorl ess , but not the pigmented gr anules, resumed their former
equal distribution throughout the cell.

When such eggs were

crushed it was again noted that a surface precip itation reaction
occurred only when the tear in th3cell membrane was in that portion
of the egg containing the red granules .
In unfertilized eggs the pigment granules are evenly
distributed throughout the egg cytoplasm, but in the monaster
stage (10 minutes after fertilization) the granules migrate-to
the periphery of the egg .

When unfertilized eggs are immersed

in potassium chloride, potassium oxalate, or potassium citrate
(one to one mixture with sea water) no changes occur (Churney
and Moser, 1940).

But the same t reatment after the monast~r

stage results in immediate breakdown of the pigment granules and
the dischar ge of their contents from the egg.
alive and intact and there is no cytolysis.

The cells remain
The important fact
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is that the granule breakdown occurs only when the granul.,e
are in the cortex or the cell. Thie strongly suggests that the
cortex, after the monaster stage, contains calcium in a bound or
inactive form, which calcium can be released by potassium.

The

calcium released then causes tne granules to break down.
Fertilization may be considered a type of stimulation, since
eggs may be induced to divide by treatment with the usual
experimental stimulating " gents .

If this concept is correct,

fertilization should result in the release of c~lcium from the
cortex of the egg.

Mazia (1937) made the first attempt to

estimate quantitively the relative amounts of free and bound
calcium in fertilized and unfertilized Arbacia eggs .
eggs were removed from sea urchin ovaries.

Unfertilized

Other eggs were

obtained in the same manner and fertilized in vitro.

Both

fertilized and unfertiliaed eggs were frozen to stop all chemical
reactions and to crush them .

As a check on the accuracy of the

analytical proceedures, fertilized and unfertilized eggs were
analyzed for total calcium.

If no calcium was lost at fertilization

there should be no difference in calcium content of fertilized
and unfertilized eggs. Actually the figures were found to
agree within 1(%.

Once the accuracy of the analyticalmethods had

been established, fertilized arid unfertilized eggs were subjected
to ultrafiltration through collodion sacs which were known to be
permeable to calcium.

The filtrate and the residue were then
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analyzed for calcium., the calcium c.ontent of the residue being
equivalent to the bound cal cium and that of the filtrate
representing the free or ionized calcium.
was fou nd to decrease

15%and

The bound calcium

the free calcium to increase a

corres ponding amount on fertilization.

The free calcium of

unfertilized eggs is about 0.0005M, and it increases on
fertilization by about 0.001M.

Stimulation of an egg by

fertilization then results in the release of calcium :'rom
some inactive form in the cell.

The changes incident to

fertilization may be set in motion by a calcium-release
mechanism and ensuing surface precipiation reaction.

Thia

problem will be considered further (see page 66 ).
The decrease in calcium binding capacity of egg protoplasm
at fertilization may reflect a change in the proteins of the egg.
Since it is the free acidic groups in the protein mole cule
which can effectively bin.d calcium (as calcium proteinate ),
there must be some sort of polynte~ation of tne protein
.molecule or an equivalent decrease in basic groups .
unchanged.

The pH is

Mirsky (1936) found that the solulility of the

proteins of Ar~acia eggs decreases about

12%

on fertilization.

A decrea-e in the number of free acidic groups ( es reflected by
the Jecrease in calc ium-binding capacity at constant pH) would
certainly tend to lo 1er the solubi:ity of the protein.
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A survey of the findings from experLnentation -wihn Arb~~ia
eg~e is a s follows:
1.

Stimulating agents including fertilization cause the same

changes in cytoplasmic viscosity that were observed in sfuilar
experiments on Amoeba and as in Amoeb~ they may be attributed to
a surface pr 0cipitation reacti on occurring deep in the cell .
2.

Cytoplasmic granules are present in sea urchin eggs which

break down in the presence of calcium .

These granules have made

it possible to demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt that a release
of calcium from the periphery of the egg br ings about a surface
precipitation reaction when the egg is crushed

or stimulated

chemically .
3.

Direct chemical analysis shows that calcium is released from

an inactive form on fertilization of the egg.
Spirogyra
Much information supporting the calcium- release theory of
stimulation has come from the study of plant cells.

In the

alga Spirogyra stimulation of various types affects the viscosity
of the protoplasm .

In this plant the spiral shaped chloroplast

occupies the cortex of the cell .

In a se r ies of papers (Northen

and Northen 1938, 1939, Northen and MacVicer , 1940,and Northen 1940)
it has been shown that this chloroplast can

be displaced more

readily by centrifug ing followin g therma~ mechanica~ electrical,
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or radient (s-ray) stimulation.

Prolonged exposure to x-ray

and electricity caused a secondary increase in viscosity of the
cortical proto~lasm .

These changes, just as in the animal cells

already described, can be explained by assumming that stimulation
causes a release of calcium from the cortex with resulting
liquifaction of that layer.

Unfortunately no experiments were

devised to measure viscosity changes in the deep cytoplasm.
Elodea
The best direct chemical evidence that calcium is released
on stimulation of cells comes from observations made on material
from the aquatic plant Elodea.
made up of two layers of

The leaves of this plant are
rectangular cells, each having

a large clear vacuole ,-.rhi ch has been shown to contain oxalate in
solution.

The cytoplasm with its numerous chloroplasts is limited

to a thin layer between this vacuole and the cell membran1:: .

The

constant cytoplasm ic streaming (cyc lorus} causes a cyclic moveme nt
of the chloroplasts around the periphery of the cell.

When the

cell is stimulated by any effective agen~ crystals of insoluble
calcium oxa late appear in the vacuole as a result of the release
and
of calcium. Nadsonj Rochline-Gleichgewicht ( 1928) and Aazia and
Clark (1936) watched t he formation of these crystals following
stimulation and the latter authors positively identified them
as calcium oxalate by measuring their refractive index .

This was
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accomplished by :L-nmersing the crystals in solutions of known
refractive indices until one was found having the same index
as the crystals.
invisible.

In such a solution the crystal becomes

The following stimuli were found effective in inducing

crystal formation :
1.

Electricity .

One shock (direct current) is enough to cause

crystals to appear but when several shocks at intervals of one
to two seconds are applied, the number of crystals formed is
proportional to the number of stimuli .

Crystals first become

visible at the anodal end of the cell.

Immersing leaves in

0 .05M oxalate before stimulation prevents the formation of
crystals.
2.

Mechanical stimuli.

About 50% of the cells show crystal

formation when a leaf is put between two microscope slides and
raped sharply 50 time s with he avy forceps .

?•

Ultra-violet light ,

Irradiation with ultra-violet light is

effective in inducing crystal formation, and, as with electrical
stimulation, preliminary treatment with oxalate solution prevents
the response.
4.

Heat.

Exposure to 45°0 for 20 minutes , or 50°0 for 10 minutes

causes the formation of crystals.

Chilling cells is ineffective.

5.

When cells are plasmolyzed with

Hypo and hypertonic solutions.

sugar solutions and deplasmo l yzed in pond water, crystal formation
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is observed.

The crystals form only after deplasrnolysis begins

and not during plasmolysis.

If deplasmolysis is brought

about with a dilute solution containing oxalate, no crystals are
formed.

To discover whether oxalate acts by removing calcium er

by preventing crystal formation in some other way, Ma_z ia and
Clark (1936) first plasmolyzed cells in sucrose solution
containing• oxalate and then deplaemolyzed then in distilled water.
No crystals appeared.

Therefore, the oxalate does remove calcium

(or whatever is resp onsible for the releas e of calcium) from the
cortex of the cell.

If cacium is removed by oxalate it should

be possible to restore it and obtain crystal formation.

Leaves

treated with 0.05M sodium oxaate for ten minutes --more than
enough to prevent crystal formation--were washed with distilled
water .

Some were then put in pond wat er or 0.02M calcium chloride

for ten minutes .

They were then plasmolyzed with 0.05M sucrose

and deplasmolyzed in distilled water .

Cells that had been exposed

to pond water or calcium chloride showed crystal formation on
deplasmolysis.

The effect of the oxalate had been rev ~rsed.

The other leaves (not treated with calcium chloride or pond wate r)
showed few or no crystals .

Therefore, oxalate does act by remc»ring

calcium from the surface , a nd this calcium may be easily replaced/
In all experiments,whether involving electric stimulation or
plasmolysis and deplasmolysis, citrate was found to have the
same effect as oxalate.

9itrate does not precipitate cal cium as

does oxalate, but converts the calcium to a soluble, non-ionized
compound.

~
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Heilbrunn, Mazia, and Steinbach (1954) have shown that
in Arbacia eggs isotonic sodium cnloride causes an increase in
the free calcium concentration of the cell interior .

In Elodea,

however, isotonic sodium ch loride is ineffective in causing
precipitation of crystal s.

Apparently in .this plant , isotonic

saline is not an effective stimulating agent .

Injurious or

toxic stimuli which cause death to cells do not form crystals .
These include
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ethyl alcohol, very low temperature, very hig;i

temperature, ammonium hydroxide (O.OU1) and cop_- er sulphate (O.OlM).
The above observations indicate that when cells of Elodea
are stimulated, calcium appears in the innermost part of the cell.
The calcium released cannot come fr om the external environment
because crystals form when distilled water is used as a deplasmolyzing agent.

It cannot be present in the vacuole as free calcium

since it would be precipitated by the oxalate therein . HenQe the
calcium must come from the cortex of the cell(or f r om a bound
form inside the vacuale.

See next paragra) h,)

not enter the vacuole until stimulation occurs?

Why does calcium
There are two

possible explanations:
1.

Tne vacuole membrane tonoplast is impermeable to calcium, but

beco~es permeable as a result of stimulation .

This explanation

is negated by the fact that when cell membranes are ruptured in
calcium containing solutions , crystals immediately form in the
V

,,--.

,,......,__
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vacuole.

Hence, the tonoplast is permeable to calcium. .

The

first possibility is thus eliminated .
2.

There is no free calcium in the cytoplasm, but oostimulation

bound calcium is released .
impe rmeable to oxalate.

The cell membrane ie relatively

Otherwise cells would neither plasmolyze

readily nor fail to depla~molyze quickly in hyp ~rtonic oxalate
solutions.

So washing cells in oxalate solutions can only result

in removing calcium from the peripheral portions of the cell .
There can be no doubt that the cell is very impermeable to
calcium , yet it is effective when applied to the surface of the
cell.

If oxalate can remove calcium. only from the peripheral

zone of the cell and yet also prevent the formation of calcium
oxalate crystals on stimulation, it is obvious that it is the
calcium in this outer layer that becomes free, and forms the
crystals in the vacuole.

Oxalate and citrate ran remove calcium.

from combination with proteins elsewhere.

In blood analysis

oxa late is used to precipitate all the ca lcium from s erum although
about one-half of it is in combination with proteins.

The same

is true of citrate ( McLe an and Hastings, 1935) .
The impo r tant findings derived from study of plant cells
may be summarized as follows:
1.

Stimulation produces a decre as e in the vis co s ity of the

peripheral cytoplasmic zone in cells of Spirogyra .

V
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2.

In ~lodea, stLnu lati on caus :,s the formation of calcium

oxalate crystals deep in the cell.

The calcium could only

have come from a bound form located in the cortex of the cell.
Muscle eel ,. s.
----So far evidence has been presented to show that the calcium release theory of stimulation can be applied to simple types of
cells such as the Amoeba, echinoderm eggs and plant cells.
There is r eason to believe that stimulation in more speciallized
mammalian tissue is dependent on the same mechanism·.

A number

of investigato r s have reported that calcium is released by·
muscle during its ac t ivity.

"
Among oihers Gothlin
(1902), and

Lieb and Loewi (1918) showed that the ca)cium cont ent of the
'?

perfusion fluid increased during activity , but as Lanczos

(1955, 1956)

believes,the calcium mah have come from the nerve

endings and not from the muscle cells themselves.

I n skeletal

muscle numerous investigators have shown that the calcium contoot
of the serum increases during violent muscular activity but again
there is some doubt as to t he a ctual source of the ca lcium released.
Wacker (1929) reported that stimul ation of muscles of anaesthetized
r 8bbits caused a temporary increase in both calcium and magnesium
in t he serum .

Beznak (1931) studied the increase in serum

calcium during strJ chnine convuLions and concluded that it
must come fro~ either mus cle or bone.

Coombs, Searle and Pike
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(19;,4) decided that calcium and phosphorus released in the blood
during convulsions came from the muscles themselves.

Convulsions

were induced in cats by electrical stimulation of the cortex,
by drugs, and by occlusion of the arteries to the head.

Blood

samples were taken before the convulsions and afterwards, i.e.
just when the animals showed signs of approaching death.

The

serum calcium ranged from 9.0 to 10.7 (ave. 10) mgfo before
convulsions and fro .n 10 to 14.9 afterwards (ave. 12).

If the

convulsions were prevented with curare, or decreased with bromides,
or by extirpation of the motor cortex, no or very little increase
in calcium resulted.

These experiments indicate quite clearly

that the calcium does come from the muscles since the amount
released is proportional to their activity.
evidence which contradicts these experiments.

There is, however,
Fenn, Cobb,

Manery , and Bloor (19;,8) report that stimulation of muscles of
cats' legs for ;,O minutes cause no change in calcium concentration
of the muscles concerned.

This resu l t is ~robably due to the

inclusion of residual blood in the muscle which was analyzed.
The best evidence for the release of calcium from a
stimulated muscle comes from Ashkenaz (19;,8).

She isolated

small bundles (250-500 cells) of muscle fibers from the thigh
muscles of frogs, washed them in magnesium--substituted Ringer's
solution, and irradiated them with ultra-violet light.

The
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solution surrounding the films was then analyzed for calcium
by the v~ry sensitive alizarin te s t.

Afterwards, the muscle

fibers were tested with electricity for irritability to make
sure that the irradiation had not been au 'ficient to kill them.
During the period of irradiation, all the mus cle fibers contracted.
The amount of calcium released by the ultra-violet irradiation
was found to be about
fiber.
and Pike

5%

of the total calcium content of the

This approximates the figure found by Coombs, Searle

(1957)

if we assume that the muscles thrown into

convulsions in the cat constitute one sixth of the animals
weight, that the blood ecµals one thirteenth of this weight,
and that the total muscle calcium is 30 mg . per 100 g. of fresh
muscle.

Furthermore Ashkenaz found t hat isolated muscle fibers

would not contract in response to electrica l stimulation in the
absence of calcium .

More recently Heilbrunn and Ashkenaz (1941)

have demonstrated that frog muscle fibers lose their irritability
in the absence o n ca lcium and that irritability is restored by
immersion in a calcium solution.
The facts presented above lend support tothe first part
of the theory, namely that csl cium is r e leased from the muscle
during stimulation

(There is no indication that the calcium•

come s from the cortex of the cell, however.)

The evidence to

be presented now is in support of the seoond part of the theory,

.

'
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i.e., that calcium produces a reaction in the deeper cytoplasm

of the cell similar to the surface precipitation reaction.
Heilbrunn (1940), using isolated bundles of muscle fibers made
the following obeervationa:
their ends must be cut.

When such fibers are dissected out

At the cut ends of the fibers a plug of

protoplasm a ppears .,hi ch effectually seals the end of the fiber .
Speidel (1938) calls these plugs

11

retraction capa 11

•

The formation

of these retraction cape Heilbrunn considers nothing more nor lees
t han a surface precipitation reactioQ.

:1/hen such a fiber is put

in isotonic calcium chloride, it rapidly ·shortens to a fraction

of its original length .

Near each plugged end the cross striations

appear to flow into the plug so that the p lug lengthens at the
expense of the sarcoplasm.

The plugs advancing at either end

are preceded by an area of increas ed diameter of the fiber .
These two waves of thickening advance toward the middle of the
fiber , and finally me e t producing a wrinkled, shortened muscle
fiber .

When the fiber has achieved maximum contra ction it dies ,

the whole process having consumed two to three minutes.

Heilbrunn

showed that the shortening of the fiber is due to t he entrance
of calcium through the cut ends of the fiber .

When he suspended

a fiber between two glas s rod s and ap plied calcium solution to
the intact surface of the fibe r , no changes occurred.

But

when the solution was put on the cut end of the fiber or to the
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injured surface of the fiber, the plug material appeared at
once and shortening followed. Strontium and barium produced
•
the same effects as calcium. Magnasium in i sotonic solution
caused slight lengthening of the fiber, but in -5. times isotonic
concentration an extremely rapid shortening r esulted .

Sodium

and potassium had no effect •
These observations are compatible with the view that the
changes taking place when a muscle cell is stimulated are similar
•
to, or identical with, the surface precip itation reaction
observed in other cells .

One series of observations made by

Heilbrunn (1940) are dif f icult to explain on the basis of
the surface precip itation reaction.

,fuen mus cle fibers are

immersed in sodium or potass ium oxa l ate solutions they show a
shortening very much as in calcium solution. but much slower ~
It will be recalled that oxalates prevent the surface precipitation
reaction by the removal of calcium from solution .

How then can

the gela t ion of sarcoplasm be considered a surface pre cip itation
rea ction if it is favored instead of inhibited by the presence
of oxalate?

Heilbrunn~suggested explanation is ingenious , if

none too convincing .

He postu l ates that the protoplasm in a

torn muscle is unable to flow out of the cell into the oxalate
because of the fibrillar structure of the sarcoplasm ,

Hence,

no mixing of the protoplasm and the oxalate solutinn can take
place .

If now it is further assumed that magnesium ion diffuses
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faster through - the muscle cell than calcium it is obvious that
the protoplaam at some distance from the cut end of the cell
would contain more calcium than magnes ium, i.e., the calcium
magnesium ration would be higher there.

Such an increased

calcium-magnesium ration might produce tbe same effects as an
increased calcium concentration, namely a gelat ion of protoplasm.
Immersing muscle fibers in magnesium chloride solution before adding
oxalate has resulted in a delay in the action of the oxalate.
This tends to confirm the reasoning, but is not itself conclusive.
Baily(l942) believes that calcium which i s released from
the muscle on stimulation takes a part in the chemical reaction
which provides the energy for contraction.

Thia reaction is the

breakdown of adenosinetriphosphate to adeneeinediphosphate and
is catalyzed by the anzyme adenosi.netriphosphataae. Calcium is
the activator for this enzyme and is released when the muscle
is stimulated.

The r~leaee of calcium causes an instantaneous

catalysis of the breakdown of adenos inetriphosphate , making
available a large amount of ene rgy for

the contraction.

Thus

in the resting cell there is a mechanism for the separation of
a : tivator and enzyme until they are brought together by the
stimulation.

Calcium initiates shortening of the muscle

just as it initiates the surface precipitation reaction and
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it also initi at es a chemical reaction thought to be o~ primary
importance in the metabolism of muscle .
In summary then of the work on stimul ation of muscle cells
it is s afe to say that:
1.

Calcium is r eleased from the muscle cell on stimulation .

9.

In a cut fiber calcium causes a gelation of se.rcoplaE"m

accompanied by a shortening of the fiber.

This gelation and

shortening of the fiber resembles a surface precipitation reaction .

3. Calcium which is released on stimulation f r om the muscle cell
may,in addition to initiating shortening , serve as an a ctivator
of an enzyme important in muscle metabolism .

-------

Nerve cells.
No one has as yet shown that any chan 6 e i n viscosity
comparable to a surface precipitation reaction occurs in nerve
cells.

There is some ev idence to indicate that calcium is released
Roeder (193~ ) measured the calcium

when a nerve is stimulated .

content of the proximal , middle , and distal ,p~rtion of a fro g ' s
sciatic nerve.

Similar nerves

we re stLnulated at the proximal

end for long periods and t hen analyzed in like manner .

He found

that after stimulat ion the calcium content of the nerve was
greatest at the distal , less in t he m~ddle, and least at the
proximal end,although i n unstimulated nerves the calcium was
I,
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evenly distributed throu ghout the length.

Whether or not this

migration of the calcium ions along a fiber as a result of
stimulation is an evidence of a calcium release mechanism is
problematical at present.

*

*

*

*

*

*

In the foregoing pages a theory of stimulation has been
presented and a brief summary of the main experimental work
supporting and contradicting it has been outlined·l

The theory

is based upon a phenomenan, the surface precipitation reaction,
3,

which is thought to be~general re c· ponse of protoplasm to injury.
The fact that the theory is based upon work performed on many
different types of cells is at the same time its greatest
strength and its greates t weakness .

W'nen observations on many

di ffe rent organisms support a theory, it is likely that the
theory is sound.

Conversely, by selecting certain facts(and

excluding others) from wide variety of sources it is possible to
I

build on entirely falacious structure .

In formulating the

calcium-release theory of stimulation facts have been used which
have been gleaned from experimentation on cells from many organisms
which are widely separated phylogenetically.

Because of the

nature of the pr ob lem, no other approach could re used.

Certain

cells must be employed for certain types of experimentation
simply because of their large size, availability, resistance

,I
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to injury by manipulation, or other purely secondary consideration.
To establish the theory more firm ly or to disprove it entirely
new methods of studying cellular phys i ology are needed so that
all of the information needed can be gleaned from each of a
number of different types of cells.
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Anaesthesia and the surface plr-ecipitation r~action
Anaes thes ia from the point of vie w of t_1e cellular
physio~cgist is a state in which protoplasmic activity is
temporarily suspended .

It is probable that suspension of activity

of protoplasm only occurs when the protoplasm is kept in either
a very fluid or a ve ry viscous condition .

Claude Bernard ( 1815)

believed that the fat solvent anaesthetics, such as chloroform ,
induced a semi-coagulation of protoplasm .

He arrived at this

conclua:ion after noting that excised muscles , when exposed to
chloroform vapor or injected with chloroform solution, became
rigid .

F'urthe~ his microscopic examination of muscle fibers

anaesthetized with chloroform showed that they were no longer
trans parent , but appeared to be in a state of semi-coagulation .
More recently Bancroft and Richter (1931) have supported Bernard 1 s
theory that anaesthesia is assoc iated with protoplasmic gelation .
They drew this conclusion from observations made on yea st cells
11

narcotized 11 with 21o amyl alcohol.

Unfortunately 2;1o amyl a lcohol

is decidedly above the anaesthe tic level and cells treated with
it for any length of time are probably k i lled . (He i lbrunn , 1943)
Nobody denies that the viscosity of protoplasm increase s on death .
Most recent investigators have found t hat fat sonvent
anaesthetics cause a liquifaction rather than a coagulati0n of
protoplasm .

As far be ck a& 1920 Heilbrunn \/as able to show that
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fat solvents in low concentrations caused a decreas e in viscosit y
of cytoplasm of Arbacia eggs .

This liquifaction was reversible .

In higher concentration irreversible coagulation preceded death
of the cel l.

The coagul~ion is accompanied by the other changes

suggestive of an internal surface precipitation reaction; breakdown of pigment granules and vacuo lizat i on of the cytoplasm.
The stage wherein the visc~sity of the cytoplasm is decreased
is comparable to anaesthesia because the vital activity is
suspended (the cells will not divide) and r e covery is possible
when the cells are transferred to sea wate r .

The action of fat

solvents has been also studied in starch sheath cells of bean
plants , i n slime mold plasmodia, in leaf cells of Elo~~~ , in
stalk cells of e allisia with the same results as have been
described above for Arbacia eggs.

Northen (19 38 ) has also

shown that in Spirogz!~ ether and alcohol s cau se a decrease in
cytoplasmic viscosity, since chloro plasts are more easily
displaced by centrifugation after the celB have been exposed to
the anaesthetics .
One of the mos t puzzling facts about the action of anaesthetics is that in certain concentrations they behave as stimulating
agents, although character is tically they depress the irritability
of cells.

This paradoxi cal behavior of anaesthetics has been

known as long as anaesthetics have been used and ~any attempts
have been made to expla in/it.

No theory of anaesthesia heretofore
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has been able to account adequately for t hese diametrically
opposed actions of anaesthetics .

It has been suggested that in

vertebrates anaesthetics prevent some inhibiting action of
cer ~bral centers, or that gaseous anaesthetics may cause convulsions by anoxia, thus giving rise to t he excite~ent stage so
familiar to anaesthetists .

Whether or.rot such theori es are

necessary to explain the reaction of mammals to anaesthes i a
will not be considered here, but it·is certain that as far
as the individual cells are concerned, the same anaesthetic
may stimulate or suppress their activity directly .
In the Amoeba Daugherty ( 1937) foun9- that methy l , ethyl ,

propyl, butyl, and amyl alcohols , and ether in · sub lethal
concentrations caused liquifaction of plasmage l exactly as · does the
release ofca.lcium . More important, in certain dilute concentrations
the lower alcoho l s caused transitory liqifaction, and then gelation
of the plasmasol .

These are exactly th~ cytoplasmic viscosity

changes observed when a cell is stimulated by any effective agmt
($ee preceding section) .

In higher (anaesthetic) concentrations

the alcohols and ether caused only liquifaction of the plasmasol .
In both anaesthetic and stimulating concentrations the fat solvents
caused l iqifaction of the plasmsgel .

Thus on the plasmagel they

act as stimulating agents in all concentrations , but on the
p l a smasol the effect is depeo/1ent on concentr ation, i . e .
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stimulating ( transient liquifaction followed by gelation) in
dilute concentrati on and inhibitory (solation on l y) at higher .
concentration.

This theory of anaesthesia, based on changes

observed in cytoplasmic viscosity, is the first one proposed
which adeqately explains both the stimulating fand inhibitory
effects of anaesthetics.
type of anaethes tic
in this way .

Fat solvents are no t the ,enly

the

dual action of which can be explained

Heat and cold and the potassium ion can behave

either as anaesthetics or as s timulating agents .
Any theory devised to explain stimulation must also explain
the acti Jn of anaesthetics .

If stimulation releases calcium foom

the cell cortex and this calcium causes a gelation of the inner
cytoplasm, anaesthetics may act in one of two ways .

They may

either prevent the release of calcium from the cortex or they
may inhibit the clotting of the inner protoplasm.

Heilbrunn

and Daugherty 's experiments described above indicate that
anaesthetics do not inhibit the release of calcium from the
cortex since the latter underwent liqifaction when treated with
all concentrations of fat solvents .

Mazia a: d Clark (1~36) have

also shown .t hat in Elodea anaesthetics do n ..,t inhibit the release
of calcium .

Eac h cello~ this plant has a large central vacuole

which contains oxalate in s olution and the calcium released
when the cell is stimulated causes the precipitation of calcium

-·
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oxalate in the vacuole.

These investigators treated leaves

with one, two, three percent ether for various lengths of time
up to forty minutes .

In spite of the anaesthetic , crystals

formed normall y on stimulation by an electri c current. Treatment with 41o ether for periods up to 20 minutes gave the same
result, but longer immersion caused death of cells without
crystal formation.

Immersion in

5%

ether for 30 minutes caused

producti ~n of crystals and death of the cells.

In general ,

similar results were obtained with chloral hydrate.

Ethyl

urethane, dissolved in a plasmolyzing solution, had no effect
on crystal formation when the cells were subse~uently deplasmolyzed .
contro ~s.

Crystals were formed to the same extent as in the
So not only do the a naesthetics not inhibit the release

of calcium, but in proper conce~trations they even cause its release.
These observations are in agreement with triose of Heilbrunn and
Daugherty described above.

Since anaesthetics do not prevent

the release of calcium they must inhibit the cytoplasmic gelation
which ~he calcium norma l ly induces deep in the ce l l.
If the changes in cytoplasm ic viscosity occurring when a
cell is stimulated are evidences of a surface precipitation
reacti on and fat solvent anaes ~hetics prevent this reaction
from taking place , then anaesthetics should inhibit the formation
of surface films .
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Heilbrunn was uns uccessful in his e a rly (1927) attempts to
demonstrate an inhibitory effect of f at s o lvent anaesthetics
on the surface precipitation reaction in sea urchin eggs.

~hen

the eggs were cut in sea water containing the anaesthetic, surface
films promptly formed on the exposed protoplasm .

But if a

surface precipitation reaction occurs deep in a cell, it must
take place in the presence of V$+Y little calcium, since most
of the calcium ins i de the cell is in a bound form .

Further,

Heilbrunn found that if sufficient magnesium was present to
cause a surface'film to appear when the cells were cut, the
addition of ether prevented a surface precipitation reaction .
(Magnesium. behaves like calcium in initiating a surface
precipitation reaction, but is much weaker.

A dilute solution

of calcium acts like a concentrated solution of magnesium.)
So the effect of ether was tested in the presence of very low
calcium concentration (Heilbrunn,1934 a & b).

In a solution

consisting of 1000 parts of isotonic sodium chloride and one
part calcium chloride a typical surface precipitation reaction
occurred when the eggs were crushed, but in the same solution
contai ning in addition 2-3 cc . of ether per 100 cc, nonG took
place .

Fat solvent anaesthetics therefore do inhibit the

surface precipitation reactbn in Arbacia eggs but only under
the conditions prevailing in the interior of the cell , namely,
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in the presence of low concentrations of calcium,
ciliate Stentor , Heilbrunn found

( In the

that 1- 2% ether in the culture

fluid prevents a surface precipitation reaction.

So in this

organism , unlike the starfish e gg, ether can prevent a surface
precipitation reaction in the presence of calcium.)

These

findings support the concept t hat anaesthetics act by inhibiting
a surface precipitation reaction deep in the cell.

Aa Heilbrunn

(1934) points out, to explain the mechanism of anaesthesia it
is necessary to assume that anaesthetics have but a single
basic effect:
proteins.

They prevent the combination of calcium with

By so doing they would favor the release of calcium

from the cortex and also inhibit its union with proteins deep
in the cell, thus bloc~ing a surface pr e cip itation reaction .
In summary of the r e latio nsh ip of t h e surface precipitation
reacti on to anaesthesia the following facts sts nd out:
1.

Anaesthesia a s it occurs in liv ing ce l ls is associated with

solation of the deep cytop las m.
2.

The excitory effe cts seen in early stages of anaesthesia

are due to the fact that low concentrati _ns of anaesthetics
behave like stimulatin6 agents, i.e. they release calcium from
the cortex of the cell.

Th is calcium enters the deep cytoplasm

where it initiates a clotting or surface precipitation reaction.
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3. Higher concentrations of anaesthetic pr oduce anaesthesia
by blocking the surface precipi t ation reaction.

This is

accom~lished not by inhibiting t he release of calcium from
t he cortex, but by preventing t he clottins reaction in the
inte r ior of the cell.

4.

Th is conce pt of the action of anaesthe tics is supported by

t he fact that fat solvent anaesthetics inhibit the surface
preci pit a tion reaction occurring at the su rface of cells only
under the conditions known to exist in the cell interior,
namely, in t he prese nce of low concentrat ions of calcium ion.
Throughout this discus sion of anaesthesia no reference h~s
been made to magnesium as an anaesthetic.

That subject will be

considered in t he next se ction on cation antagonism.
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Cation antagonism and
the surface precipitation reaction
Since protoplasm is a colloidal system and cations are
lmown to have pronounced effects on colloidals , it is to be
expected that protoplasm will also be responsive to ionic
changes .

Many attempts have been made to interpret the behavior

of protoplasm in terms of colloidal chemistry but, because
protoplasm is so different from inanimate colloids, such
attempts have not always met with success.

For this reason

only experiruents in which living protcplasm has been used can
be considered significant.

For purposes of simplicity thi~

discussion will be limited to the effects of the four common
•
-f.. K +, Ca+~ , and
cations
Na,

·
. 1•
.gH on 1·iving
ma t eria

oat investigators agree that sodium and potassium tend to
increase, and cakium and magnesium to decrease, the viscosity
of protoplasm.

Cholodnyj (1923) found such to be the case in

root hair cells of the plant Trionea.

' Late r the same

observations were made by Weber ( 1924) on cells of Spirogyra,
although Northen and Northen (1939) report that magnesium
increases the viscos:'..ty (or as they call it, the
of cytoplasm in this alga.

11

elasticity 11

)

Heilbrunn (1923) made the most

careful experiments on the effects of cations on the cytoplasm
of Arbacia eggs.

The eggs were put in isotonic solutions of

chlorides of calcium, magnesium, potassium and sodium .

The
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hydrogen ion concentration was carefully controlled in all
solutions, and change s in c1toplasmic viscosity were measured
with the centrifuge method .

Sodium atld potassium increased

the viscosity of the cytoplasm, the effect of sodium being
stronger t 1an potassium.

Conversely magnesium and calcium

liquified the cytoplasm, calcium having the stronger effect .
1n order of their coagulat ing strength on Arbacia eggs the cations
could be a r ranged in this series: Ca <Mg ( K { Na.

( Thie order is

exactly the order of increasing adeorbability of these cations
by egg albumen.

Apparently the fluidity of the cytoplasm is

directly dependent on the quantity of cation adsorbed.)

Nearly

the same orc' er prevailed when the protozoan Sten.t._c,_r was used,
it being on l y slightly different:

Ca ~ Mg < Na <,-,

In the Amoeba Chambers and Reznikoff (1926) found that
sodium chloride and potassium ·chloride when injected into the
organism caused an increase in the fluidity of the protoplasm
as determined by wat ching the aggregation and settling out of
granules in the cytoplasm.

Calcium chloride and magnesium

chloride had the opposite ef fect, calcium causing a local
soli dification, and magne sium a general one.

Sodium chloride

and potassium chloride _tended to weaken and disrupt the plasmalemma when amoebae were i mmersed in iso t onic solutions of either
salt.

Calcium chloride had no demonstrable effect when applied
✓
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externally alone,

but was effective in antagonizing the

effects of s od ium chloride and potassium chloride.

The ma in

value of Chambers and Reznikoff 1 s work is in the fact that
they demonstrated that (1) calcium and magnesium have a similar
effect on protoplasm al though tre s e ions are generally conceded tore
antagonisti~ and (2) the action of calcium and magnesium is
antagonized by sodium and potassium .
of this work are : ( 1)

Three severe criticisms

It is not clear whether their solutions

were injected into the plasmasol or plasmagel .

Inasmuch as

the behavior of these two types of cyto plasm is different, this
point is of vital importance . (2)
is at best crude .

The technique of injection

The sudd~n release of large volumes of pure

salt solutions within an organism may cause changes not referable
to the ions themselves . (5J

These authors assume that , when

granules in an amoeba aggregate and sink rapidly to the bottom
of the cell, the viscosity of the protoplasm has decreased.

Tn is

is an unwarranted assumption because according to Stokes' law the
speed of fall of a spherical body through a fluid varies with
the square of the rad ius.

Hence the settling of the granules

can be due entirely to their aggregation into larger masses
and have nothing at all todo with visco s ity changes.
of these criticisms , the conclusions of Chambers

Bec~use

and Reznikoff

with regard to the type of viscosity changes induced by the cations

.
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must be considered erroneous .
More . exact observations have been reported by Heilbrunn
and Daugherty (195 1, 1952).

Using the centrifuge method to

measure· v:iscosi ty changes, these i ,vestigators studied the
effects of sodium, potassium, calcium, and magnesium solutions
applied externally to Amoega proteus and Amoeba dubia.
results were as follows:

The

In Amoeba dubia (plasmasol)

sodium chloride and potassium chloride increased viscosity and
magnesium chloride and calcium chloride decreased it.
In Amoeba proteus (plasmagel) calcium chloride increased viscosity
and potassium chloride, magnesium chloride, and sodium chloride
decreased it in that order.

These findings give interesting

ciues to understanding of the phenomenon of cation antagonism.
In biological processes, differe nt antagonisms may occur, in
one instance two ions being antagonis~ic and in another,
synergistic.

Magnesium-calcium antagonism has always been

difficult to e xp lain because it is we 1l known that both ions
de crease permeability, yet they are antagonistic • .

The wo r k

on Amoeba makes clear how such a s ituation may rise.

The

effects of the ions may be in different parts of the cell or
on different constituents of protoplasm .

In Amoeba magnesium

and cal cium are synergistic in causing liquifaction of the interiqr
oft.he cell, but have opposite effects on tne cortex.

Thus

whether in a given instance magnesium will behave synergistically
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or antagonistically w~th calcium depends on whether the response
of the cell is more dependent on c~anges in the cortex or in the
deep cytoplasm.
The contrasting behavior of potassium and magnesium on
amoebic protoplasm (Heilbrunn 1932) is also significant.
Both cause liquifaction of the plasmagel , but have opposite
effects i n the plasmasol, magnesium liquifying it and potassium
causing gelation .

Yet both pota9sium and magnePium are

anaesthetic to Amoeba , potassium being the stronger.

Potassium

also has the stronger liquifying action on the plasmagel .

So it

appears that anaesthesia is related to solati on, and the solation
of either pla:~magel or plasmasol results in anaesthesia .
Heilbrunn ( 1943) offers a reasonable explanation of
calcium-magnesium antagonism .

As has already been shown , there

is reason to believe that the rigidity of the cortex of the cell
depends on the presence of calciU!Jl in it , probably in the form
of calcium proteinates .

Heilbrunn believes the cal c ium in the

cortex can be replaced bJ other cations according to the laws
of ion exchange .

Exposure of the cell to a solution of potassium ,

sodium, or magnesium fo r a sufficient length of time would thus
result in the replacement of part of the calcium by the introduced cation .

If the cortex of the cell is converted from prim-

arily a calcium proteinate to a sodium , potassium , or magnesium
proteinate, the characteristics of the cortex , including the
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permeability of the cell, might change depending on the nature
of the replacing cation.

If the cortex as a result of exposure

to magnesium consists largely of magnesium proteinate, stimulation
of the cell will cause a release of magnesium (instead of ca~cium)
in the cell interior.

As has already been shown (p. 9 ) magnesium

is effective in causing a surface precipitation reaction but
only in about lOOx the concentration at which calcium is efficient.
So unless the stimulus is very intense, i.e. intense enough to
release much magnesium, no surface precipitation reaction can
occur and the cell is anaesthetiz ed.

Adding calcium in high

concentration will again displace the magnesium and cause recovery
from anaesthesia,

This is a simple explanation of calcium-

magnesium antagonism and of the anaesthetic action of the
magnesium ion.

A similar expl anation can be presented to show

why under some donditions sodium and potassium behave
calcium and at other times antagonize

calcium.

like

On brief

exposure to a sodium or potas eium solution calcium is displaced
from the cortex, migrate s inward and produces a surface
precipitation reation and a r e s ponse identical to that brought
about by calcium .

On longer exposure, however, when the sodium

or potassium has r epl aced calcium in the cortex, antagonism to
calcium wi 11 appear,
A summary of the importance of the surface precipit ation
'v

reaction to cation antagonism shoul a include the following s t atements:
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1.

The effects of ions on protoplasm may be largely dependent

on their influence on viscosity.

These viscosity changes involve

calcium and are r elated to the surface pre cipitation reaction.
2.

The s ~ecific effect of a given ion on a cell depends on

what par t o~ the nrotoplasm is affe cted as well as the s ~ecific
change s produced in that region.

Two ions can behave antagon-

istically in one cell and synergistica l ly in another depending
u pon the proto plasmic zones affected by the two ions.

3. Replacement of calcium by other cations in the cortex of
the cell, according to the laws of ion exchange , may account
for changing cation antagonisms in the same cell.
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Cell division and
the surface precipitation reaction.
The orocess of cell division involves not a single, but
many complicated physical changes in the egg .

It is improbable .

that a single mechanism can be called upon to explain all of
such changes out it is possible that the surfPce precipitation
reaction plays an important role in cell division.

Already it

has been shown ( see p . 24) that calcium is released from the egg
at the time of fertilization and this, together with other
information, has been interpreted as ind~cating that the entrance
of the sperm causes a surface precipitation reaction.

Fertilization

may be looked upon as a type .of stimulation not essentially
different from stimulation by heat, ultra-violet light, chemicals,
electricity , and other agents.

This view is supported by the fact

that many stimulating agents are parthenog~netic agents .

Hence,

it is reasonable to believe that factors involved in stimulation
and res ponse are the same as those concerned with fertilization
and cell division .
Effective parthenogenetic agents cause a gelation of
cytopl asm resembling a surface precipitation reac tion according
to Heilbrunn (1915) .

For example, heat is effective in Nereis ,

Cumingia, and Arpacia eggs only when it is applied long enough
to produce a gelation of the protoplasm (Heilbrunn, 192::>).
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The initial effect of heat is to cause solation of the cytoplasm
and such brief treatment will not bring about cell division .
Application of heat for a long enough period to induce gelation
results in parthenogenesis.
If the protoplasmic clotting initiating cell division is of
the nature of a surface precipitation, calcium should be a pote.nt
parthenogenetic agent.

The e:'ficiency of calcium sollll.tions as

parthenogenetic a~enta has been demonstrated for various worm,
mollusc, and echinoderm eggs according to Hollings worth (1941) .
This author reports that when unfertilized CU!Ilingia eggs are put
in

a . 3M calcium chloride , 100% of the eggs of some individuals

undergo nor~a l cleavage .

The time of the polar body formation ,

and that of the cleavage are the same as in eggs activated by
sperm cells.

In Arbacia eggs, ca lcium is effective in inducing

apparently normal division in 40-60% of the eggs vaf some individuals .
No membrane elevation occurs, however .
Some eggs, probably because they are more impermeable to it,
do not respond to calcium in the environment but in these calcium
is probably released into the egg interior by the action of other
parthenogenetic agents .

Th is is true of the Nereis egg (Wilbur , 1939)

in which the germinal ve s icle normally breaks down on fertilization .
Ultra-violet light, isotonic sodium chl or ide or potassium
chloride will cause breakdown of the ger~inal ve s icle and
initiate cell division only in the presence of calcium . If the
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calcium is removed from the egg cortex by preliminary brief
treatment with citrate, these parthenogenetic agents are
ineffective.

Replacing calcium wil 1 r e store their effectiveness .

Mixtures of sea water ad isotonic xagnesium solution also
reversib)y

prevent the action of parthenogenetic !3-gents.

Since

the antagonistic action of calcium and magnes ium is well known,
the fact that magnesium inhibits the breakdown of the germinal
vesicle may be interpreted as evidence that calcium initiates
its dissolution.
I n certain eggs the prompt elevation of a fertilization
membrane immediately follows entnance of the s pe rm and precedes
cell divisio.n.

Many theories have been s et forth at Y:arious

times to explain the formation and functions of such rnemb t anes .
I

Moser (19 39 ) attributes its formation to a · surface precipitation
reaction.

He describes a sing le l~yer of colorless granules

embedded in the cortex of t he Arbacia egg just beneath the cell
membrane and separated from it by a ver y thin clear layer of
cortical protoplasm.

r/ithin ten to t 11enty seconds after

fertilization these granules begin to break down in wavelike
fashion beginning at the point of sperm entrance and ending at
the oppo s ite pole of the egg .

The e levation of the fertilized

membrane follows the breakdown of thes e granules and requires
just under ten seconds .

Occasionally a few granules fail to
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breaL:10wn and the elevating membrane fails to sep arate from
the egg at such points.
the granules

Moser believes that t he breakdown of

rise to vacu~l es which coalesce, thus

give

elevating t he preformed fertili~ation membrane from the surface
of the egg.

The fertiliz~tion membrane then continues to rise as

a result of osmotic uptake of water by the coalesced ~acuoles
which form t he per, itel line space.

The breakdown of the cortical

granules and elevation of the membrane can also be induced by
tr eatment with saponin, toluol, puncture with the microneedle,
ultra-violet radiation, and electrical (direct) stimulation .
This series of evens is prevented if calcium is removed by
pre liminary ad r ition of oxalate or citrate to the medium
surrounding the eggs.

It is restored when the e ggs are washed

again with sea water containing calcium.

Mo ser believes that

sti~u lation or fertilization of the egg causes a release of
calcium from the cortex of the egg.

The free calcium then leads

to a breakdown of the granules, membrane elevation, and finally
to the gel ation of the deeper cytoplasm whi ch precedes cell
division.

The fact tha t vacuolization results

from the breakdown of therortical granules also indicates that
membrane elevation is related to surface precipitation reaction,
since vacuolization is itself an evidence of a surface precipitqtion (see p~70

)

.

Obviously since elevation of the
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fertilization membrane requires nearly ten se conds, it cannot
be of importance in preventing polyspermy.

Perhaps the prevention

of polyspermy is due to the release of calcium itself.
The formation of the first cleavage plane is unquestionably
dependent to some extent on viscosity changes in the cytoplasm .
Ohurney (1940) reports that calcium is necessary for the first
cleavage plane to form in Arbacia eggs.

In the absence of

calcium the eggs develop amoeboid movement and indentations
appear irregularly over their surfaces but soon disappear .
No continuous cleavage plane appears in most of them, but a
few eggs cleave imperfectly.
Besides the work of Heilbrunn and Young (1930) which has
already been discussed (seep. 20) Heilbrunn (1928) has shown
evidence which seems to relate mitotic gelation with the surface
preci pitation reaction.

In Q~~, Arbacia, and Nereis eggs ,

mitotic gelation is prevented or reversed by ether and o~her
fat solvents.

Cold has a similar effect.

Fat solvents and

low temperature have already been shown to be inhibitory to the
surface precipit ation reaction (seep.

46).

From the above discussion it is evident that a reaction similar
or identical to the surface precipitation reaction plays an important
if not dominant part in several changes associated with cell
division.

A reaction which throws light on such problems as
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the mode of action of parthenogenetic agen~s, the breakdown
of the germ inal vesicle, the el evation of the fertilization
membrane , the formation of the first cleavage .p lane , and
mitotic gelation is certainly of great embryological significance.
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Vacuole form·ation and·
the surface precipitation reaction .
The abilitf of 2rotoplasm to form vacuoles has been
known for many years .

Dujardin (1855) noted that vacuolization

is characteristic of protoplasm and believed that this property
is the main feat ure distinguishing protoplasm from inanimate
substances like gelatin , mucus , and albumen.

Since then

vacuole formation in many different types of plant and animal
cells has been studied by many investigators whose work has
been summarized by Heilbrunn (1928) ,

In plant cells vacuolization

has been described as resulting from treatment of living cells
with distilled water, chloroform, acids , alkalies, mechanical
injury, heat , and electric currents .

In protozoa distilled

water, electric currents , radium emanat i onc, and starvation
have been demonstrated as effective in causing vacuolization.
The phenomenon has also been observed in vertebrate blood cells
exposed to distilled wa t er and to c.~loroform vapor .
Vacuolization has been most exhaustively studied i r. sea
urchin eggs .

Loeb (19o4),who rnade the first reasonably careful

observations, described a change which he called

11

pa.le cytolysis" .

When an egg undergoes pale cytolysis it lose·s its red pigment,
increases in volume, and small vacuoies appear throu ghout the
cytoplasm .

The pigment granules may disappear entirely or lose
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onl y part of their pigment .

Loeb believed pale cytolysis

indicated activation of the egg aid he was able to induce it
with all type s of parthenogene t i c agents including distilled
water , heat, fat solvents and saponin .

Loeb also ap parently

bel i eved (incorrectl J ) that liquiifaction of c1toplam accompanied
cytolysis .
Now i t is known that vacuolization i s not necessarily an
indication of impending cell divis i on .

Sea urchin eggs left

standing in sea water gradually undergo a degenerative pro cess
which involves a vacuolization and a loss of pigment .

This

spontaneous vacuolization of the cytoplasm is one of the mos t
common modes of cell degenera· ion and death according to Lewie·

(1919 ).

Rumjantzew (1926) considers the pathologist's

11

cloudy

swelling 11 identical to v:acuole f ormation, al though usually
cloudy swelling involves t he precipitation of granules from
protoplasm .

Both may be part of the same process , however,

Heilbrunn (1927) has described the process of vacuolizati m
in the sea urchin egg in great detail.

He noted that vacuolization

of the cytoplasm occur s when the egg is cut and the cytoplasm
exp osed to the exterior .

The pigment granules bre ak down,

a surface film is formed and simu 1taneously the cytop lasm
becomes f illed with vacuoles .

The extent of the vacuolization

depends on the rapidity with which the egg i s crushe d and the
extent to which its con~ents come in contact with the surrounding
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aqueous medium.

If the protoplasm is extruded ra pidly and there

is plenty of ealcium in the surrounding medium, vacuolization is
more marked.

If the egg is cr ushed gently so that little

cytoplasm is forced out, a surface fiim forms with little or
no vacuolization.

Eggs wh ich have been violently crushed are

identical in appearance to thos e cytolyzed by prolonged exposure
to a n isotonic calcium solution.

The cytoplasm of such eggs is

filled with tiny vacuoles imparting to it a foamy appear ance
exactly like eggs which have undergone pale cytolysis.

Heilbrunn

(1928) be l ieves that vacuolization is evidence of a strong
internal surface precipitativn reaction because :
1.
2.

It is associated with breakdown of pigment granules.
It occurs simultaneously with f ormation of a surface film

when t he egg is crushed .

3.

It occurs on ly in the presence of cal cium.

No vacuolization

ap pears in the ab_sence of cal cium.

4.

It occurs when the egg i s strongly s timulated.

Stimulation

has previously been shown to cause a rele ase of calcium from the
cortex of the egg .

The following stimuli are effective :

rupture

of cell membrane , treatment with hypertonic solutions, treatment
with distilled-water, exposure to isotonic ca l cium solution, heat,
fat solvents, and electrical stimuli (Lillie and Cattell, 1925).
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He ilbrunn visualizes the process o ,, vacuolization as occurring
in three stages:

1.

Calcium is released from the cortex and enters the interior
of the cell.

2.

Calcium reacts with the pigment granules or some constituent
of them to form ovothrombin.

3.

Ovothro~bin reacts with the proto Jl asm to form vacuoles .
From this brief discussion it can readily be seen that the

problem of vacuolization in protoplasm can be ex ~lained as
a manifestation of the surface : recipitation reaction .

Although

vacuolization is a widespread phenomenon occurring in many
different kinds of cells, it has been subjected to careful
experimentation only in one type, the sea urch in e gg .

Since

vacuolization can be produced in different types of cytoplasm
by the same general methods, it seems plausible that the
mechanics of the reaction are fundam ~n tally the same in all.
\'lb.ether or not such wi 11 prove to be the cas e, f urther experimentation will have to decide.
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Coagulation of biological fluids and
the surface precipitation reaction. The surface precipitation reaction as it occurs in the
sea urchin egg, has s :. veral similarities to coagulation of blood.
Some of these similarities have been mentioned elsewhere in this
paper but maJ be listed again as follows:
1.

In both processes ca . cium plays ~n important part.

2.

Both processes are retarded or inhibited by low temperature .

3.

The breakdown of pigment granules when a surface precipitation

reaction takes place in tJ::ie s ea urchin egg resembles the lysis
of ma~malian blood platelets when .blood co~gulates.

4.

An enzyme-like material, thromb i~, is instrumental in

bringing about coagulat i on of blood and a sunilar substance initiates 'the surface ~recipitation reaction in sea urchin ~ggs.
The experimental work establishing this fourth s imila.ri ty of
blood coagulation to the surface pre cipitation reaction remains
to be descrQbed .
The coagulation of blood may be divided into two stages;
the first, in which calcium reacts in some.unknown manner with
prothromb i n and thromboplastin to form a coagulant, thrombin;
and the second, in which tne thrombin brings about the conversion
of fibrinogen to fibrin.

Cal cium is needed for the first reaction,
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but not for the second.

Heilbrunn (1927) succeeded in isola-

ting a coagulant from eggs which had undergone a surface
precipitation reaction just as one might prepare t hrombin
from clotted blood.

This lliaterial

is prepared by shaking

a concentrated suspension of eggs in a te s t tube with splintered
glass.

This treatment breaks most of the eggs.

The fluid

is t hen decalcified by diluting it with an equaTI. volume of

M/4

ammonium oxalate.

The r e sulting decalcified fluid contains

the coagulant which Heilbrunn calls

11

ovothrombin 11

•

It may be

purified by boiling and dia lyzing the fluid with parchment
against distilled water.

Tne ovothrombin diffuses out of the

parchment tubes.
Just as thrombin is capable of initiating coagulation of
blood in the absence of calcium, so ovothrombin can cause a ,
surface precipitation reaction when no calcium is present.
Sea urchin eggs crus he d in a decalcified solu~ion containing
ovothrombin i.umediately develop surface films .

He ilbrunn's ( 1927)

experimentation with ovothrornbin solutions have y ielded the
following information concerning the ~ubstance:
1.

Ovo throm bin i s used up in the process of.surface film

formation.

ivhen many eggs a re crushed,: a few at a time, in the

same soluti on of ovo thrombin, the first ones show a strong
surface precipitation rea ction, later a weaker reaction and
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finally none at all.

Some investigators have also found that

thrombin is used up in blood coagulation.

In this way both

thrombin and ovothrombin differ from true enzym3s .
2.

The airength of the reaction depends on the concentration

of the ovothrombin aolution .

With high concentrations of

ovothrombin there is a tendency for internal vacuoles to form
within the cytoplasmic exudate from the crushed eggs.

The

cytoplasm assumes a foamy appearance because of the large
number of vacuoles.

Vacuolization is thought to indicate a

very strong surface precipitation reaction (See p~70) .

In

dilute ovothrombin solutions only a surface film was formed .
The so~ed of formation and the firmness of the blood clot is
also determined by the concentration of thrombin.

3. Ovothrombin is not an enzyme.

Boiling for ten or ~ifteen

I

minutes ha no effect on it.
4.

Ovothrombin is not colloidal, since it will pass through

parchment membranes.

5.

Boiling completely destroys thrombin.

Thrornbin will not .

Ovothrombin is slowly destroyed bJ dilute acid , by oxidation

with KMn04 .

The same is true of thrombin.

Since calcium is necessary both for the formation of thrombin
in vertebrate blood and for the surface precipitation reaction,
it might be expected to be also essential for the formation
of ovothrombin.

This Heilbrunn found to be true.

Eggs crushed
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in the presence of oxalate did not yield ovothrombin .

It has

also been shown (seep. 22) that pigment granules are necessary
for the first stage of the surface preciryitation reaction in
Arbaci <=i eggs.

'

.

Possibly calcium unites with some eons tituent

of the pigment grarrules to form ovothrombin.

If so, ovothrombin

should cause a surface precipitation reaction independently of
the pigment granules .

To test t his point Heilbrunn centrifuged

eggs , added oxalated ovothrombin solution, and then crushed the
the eggs.

He found that a surface precipitation reaction occurred

not only at the end of the egg khere the granules were massed,
but at the opp osite pole where no pigment granules were located .
~Therefore , ovothrombin can initiate a surface precipitation
reaction independentlJ of both calcium and pigment granules .
Although there a re several distinct similaritie r between
the coagulativn 6f blood and the surface precipitation reaction
as seen in Arbacia eggs, there are also some differences.
has been shown

It

(Kugelmass, 192}) that blood coagulation occurs

only in a fairly nar row ra • ge of hydrogen ion concentration,
i.e. between pH

5 and pH 8. Yet the surface precipitation

reaction in sea urchin eggs will occur in sea water be tween
pH 5.2 and pH 9.6.

Ovothrombin will, h0wever, be destroyed by

long exposure to acid .

For tnis reason .and for the different

properties of the substances listed'- on p .57 it is thought that
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ovothroinb in and thrombin a.re not :idmtioal. Their similarities do
suggest that the reactions

which they initiate may be of the

same general type .
The clotting of the coelonic fluid of the sea urchin has
characteristics both of the surface precipitat~nn reaction as
it occurs in the e gg of the same organism and of coagulation of
vertebrate blood . 'lhe periv··i eceral fluid of Arbacia undergoes
clotting when it is withdrawn from the shell .

This clotting

is due entirely to the cellular elements in the fluid .

Filtered

fluid fails to clot, but cells removed from the fluid will
produce a clot in water .

The coagulum produced is unlike

the fibrin of vertebr ate blood but appears to be clCJJSely
a l lied to rnucin and is suppose dly secreted by the cellular
elements (Sch~fer, 1885).

Others (Geddes , 1880) claim that

the clot is formed by the massing together of cells to form
a meshlike plasmodium .

A third view is that the cells form an

agglutinated mass but retain their individuality .

Whatever the

morphology of the clot may be , its formation is accompanied
accoridng to Donnellon (1958) by the liberation of p.igment
from pigmented amoeboid cells so that the color of the
perivisce ral fluid changes from red to orange on standing .
Colorless granule s in colorless amoebocytes also breakdown
when clo t ting take s place .
L

The clotting of the periviscetal
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fluid and the release of the pigment can be greatly accele rated
b.r t he ad c ition of tissue extracts fr om the sea urchins, crus.;.
taceans, or molluscs .

Extracts of vertebrate muscle , thrombin,

and cephalin have no such effect .

Potassium salts in isotonic

solution, fat solvents, a sudden rise or f a ll of temperature,
or the addition of forei gn bodies have the same effects as
tissue extracts .

Isotonic calcium chlori de hastens clotting ,

but not as effectively as potassium cn loride.

Mechanical ,

electric!, ultra-violet .~ timulation, or treatment with
hy}B.rtonic solutions all cause liberation of pigment and .
coagulation.
clotting.

Magnesium , oxalates, and citrates inhibit

Tissue extracts, potassium salts, hypertonic

solutions, mechanical stimul a tion, ultra-violet irradiation,
and electric stimulation are ineffective in caasing pi gment
liberation and clotting in the pre sence of oxalate and citrate.
From the experimentation with tissue extracts it seems
th2t clotting is

initiated by the liberation of an injury

substance when any tissue in the body is damaged.

Potas sium.

and calcium and o~he r agents can duplicate the effects of this
injury substance.

The substance is not potassium since tissue

extr a cts are effective i n sma l ler concentrat ions than potassium,
but it may be calcium .
The clotting of s ea urchin body fluid is related to stimulation on the one hand and coagulation of vertebrate blood on the other.
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The breakdown of pigment grnules as a result of physical or
chemica l stimulation relates the phenomenon to stimulation and
the similarity of th~ process to m8.1nmalian thrombocytic
agglutination is obvious.

It maJ be that whateve r causes the

agglutination also brings about the br eakdo wn of pigment g ranules.
The necessity of ca lcium for both actions i s proved by the fact
that oxalate and citrat e prevent both.

The e ffects of tissue

extracts and chemical and physic a l stimulation· can be explained
by assuming that they release calcium from the cell.

The

inhibitory effect of oxalatee and citrates substantiates this
view.

All is in conform i ty with Heilbrunn 1 s theorJ that the

primary effect of stimulation is to release calcium from the cortex
of the cell.

The release of dcium is instrumental in causing

coagulation.
In vertebrate blood, ca lcium, a tisrue factor, and thrombin
are needed to convert fibrinogen to fibrin. In the inver t ebrate,
calcium, a tmue factor and a cellular element are needed for
clotting.

As long as cells are intact, no clotting res u lts,

but when pigment granules breakdown, clotting occurs.

Something

that favors clotting is therefore liberated by the pigment
gr 8nules.

Further,this material can be extracted from

previously clotted material • . Possibly t h is "pro-agglutinin"
is activated by the tissue factor just as prothrombin i s
ac t ivated by thrombo plas tin.

Just how calcium, tissue factor,

/
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and agg lutinin-like substance react to form a clot is as much
a mystery as how cal cium, tissue factor and t hrombin unite to
cause clott ing of m81Ilmalian blood.
From t h is brief outline of the most important experiments
on the subject,it is evident that the surface precipitation
reaction and coagulation of biologicm fl u ids have this much
in common:
1.

Both are problems in gelation involving the calcium ion.

2.

Gelation is induced by enzyme-like substances (thrombin

and ovothrombin).
)·

Both processes require the breakdown of a formed element

(platelets and p igment granules) to initiate gelation.

Two

processes having so much in common are certainly more t han
likely to be closely related.

J
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Haemolysis and
the surface precipitation reaction.
Haemolysis and haemolytic SJstems have been intensiveli
studied for many years mainly in an effort to learn more
concerning the principles underlying premeability of cell
membranes.

The usual view of haemolysis in hypotonic solutions

has be.en that water enters t he red cell and stretches its
membrane until the lat ter is permeable to haemoglobin which
t hen escapes.

More recently it has been shown that haemolysis

ca:mot depend in such a direct manner on the permeability of the
cell because there is more haemoglobin in a red cell than can
exist in solution in such a small volume.

Hence, the haemoglobin

must be bound i n the red cell and released through some mechanism
other than change in permeability.
in the sea urchin egg.

A similar situation exists

The pigment is not released by simple

alteration in pe rme ab ility since:

( 1) The pigment is aggre-gated

in definite gr 2nules which can be s een to break down when the
pigment is releas ed 1 and (2) The egg memb r ane is at all times
permeable to the pigment as is demons trated by the fact that
water standing over l~ving eggs is always slightly tinged by
s~all amounts of the pi gment which is continually escaping from
the eggs.

So t he mechanism of the releas e of haemoglobin in

haemolysis appears to be similar to ~or the same as ,~hat of the
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release of pigment in the seaurchin egg undergoing a surface
precipitation reaction.
Vacuolization of cytoplasm has been interpreted as visible
evidence of a strong surface precip itation reaction ( see p . 71).
Haemolysis observed in suspensions of mammalian erythrocytes
simulates vacuolization as it occurs in the sea urchin egg.
Loeb (1904) first pointed out that the same reagents that cause
haemolysis also produce pa le cytolysis in sea urchin eggs.
These include distilled water, saponin, bile salts, fat
solvents, and soaps, and even electric currents.

Some early

investigators have even reported vacuolization occuring at the
time of haemolysis (Boettcher, 1866, von Ebner, 1902).

Heilbrunn

(1928) also remarks tha t some reagents which cause a loss of
pigment similar to haemolysis in Arbacia eggs do not cause
vacuolization.

.'

He does not say what these substances are no r

does he describe the experiments themselves.
Changes in volume of the cell are also similar in haemolysis
and in vacuolization of the sea urchin egg.

Increasein volume

however produced (whether by hypotonic solutions, or by substances
which lower the surface tension) always produces release of
pigrn ent and vacuole formation in the sea urchin egg .

Haemolysis

of blood cells is also accompanied by an increase in volume of
the cell.
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The behaviour of erythrocytes and sea urchin eggs in
isotonic sodium chloride solutions is similar in some respects
at least.

When an egg is ex ~osed to isotonic sodium chloride

solution containing no calcium, it swells,the pigment granules
break down, and vacuoles appear in the cytoplasm.

If a tracer;£

calcium is present in the medium, no such changes occur (Lillie ,
1913).

It is believed that the breakdown of the pig1I1ent granules

in eggs exposed to isotonic sodium chloride solutions is not

dependent on the
of calcium .

sodium ion, but is secondary to the release

Crushing eggs in isotonic sodium chloride does not

result in breakdown of the pigment granules isolated from the
cell.

Lyman (1945) has shown· that haemolysis in the blood of

the snapping turtle also takes place in isotonic sodium chloride
but is prevented by adding a trace (as little as 0 . 001M) of calcium.
He explains this anti - haemolytic function of calcium by assuming
that calcium decreases the permeability of the cell to other
cations .

In the absence of calcium the permeability of the

cell membrane is increased and other cations tend to enter the
erythrocytes, establishing through a Donnan equilibrium an
unbalanced excess of osmotic pressure internally , which leads
to a laking of the blood .
that sodium

ions

enter

permeability , displace

An al-ternative explanation is

the cell as a result of the increased

calcium from the cortex,and the calcnum

\J
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so released brings about haemolysis just in the same way that
it causes breakdown of the pigment granules in the sea urchin
egg .
Lillie (1912) has found that the larvae of the lug worm
Arenicolaresponds in a similar way toward isotonic sodium
chloride solutions .

This larva contains a yellow pigment

which escapes into the environment when the larva is stimulated .
Strong and persistant muscle cont ractions accompanies stimulation.
Exctly the same response is made when the organism is exposed
to isotonic sodium chloride solution and it is inhib i ted by
a t r ace of calcium.

Li llie emphasizes the fact that the phenomenon

is one of cytolJsis and is accompanied by increase in permeability .
Li. e haemolysis ft. is also irreversible .

There is then strong

similarity demonstrated between s tini. lation, release of pigment ,
and haemolysis of blood .

All can be explained aa ~anifestiations

of a surface precipitation reaction .
Already it has been shown that the surface precipitation
reaction and coagulaticn of vertebrate blood may be related
phenomena .

If changes o?curing in haemolysis are also

manifestations of surface precipitation reaction , it might be
interpreted that some similarities would exist between
coagulatiun and haemolysis .
have f ound this to be true .

Pickering and Taylor (1924)
They report that sm.bstances
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which are anti-coagulants are also anti-haemolytic agents.
Oxalates and citrates tend to

revent haemolysis by antiserum.

Replacing the calcium precipitated by these reagents restores
lysis, but an excess of calcium inhibits haemolysis.
hirudin, certain nucleic acids,

Peptone,

arsenobenzols , high concentrations

of cobra venom, sugars, and heated antiserum, egg white,
and gum acacia, all are anti-coagulant and anti -haemolytic .
Pickering and Taylor believe that both haemolysie and coagulation
are initiated by lysia of a colloidal complex since both phenomm a
are inhibited by protective colloids.

.

'

The surface precipitatim

reaction is also thought to be initiated by the lysis of a
colloidal complex, probably a calcium proteinate.
So there are four means of relating haemolysis of vertebrate
blood to the surface precipitation react io n :
1.

The mechanisms of the release of pigment in bothprece,sses

appears to be the same.
2.

Volume changes in th e cells concerned are similar .

3. Vacuolization of cytoplasm has been reported in both processes.

4.

The same reagents cause both types of reaction.

5.

Coagulation and haemolysis are apparently related phenomena.
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General fiscussion
In the foregoing pages an attempt ha! been made to show
how a number of vital processes may be dependent on a single
type of cellular response called the surface precipitation
reaction.

A separate section has been devoted to the ap r lication

of the surface precipitation reaction to each biological
problem and each section has closed with a brief summary
of the major points brought out.

It only remains to make a

few general remarks on the que s tion of the validity of the
the ory in general and the validity of its application to the
biological.processes already discussed.
There

can be no doubt that surface membranes do appear

on exposed cytoplasmi c surfaces and tht calcium is required
for their production.

The ability to form surface memb ranes

( or a s it may be called, the surface pr ecip itation rea ction)
has been so widely observed in different kinds of living ce~ls
that it may now be considered one of the characteristi cs of
living material .

It ha s long been known that many vital

processes are dependent on the prope rties of membranes , their
formation, structure, and permeab i lity .

Even if the surface

precipitation reaction were a phenomenon limited to the
cytopla~m ic surface it still would be a concept of great
physiological importance.

The question of whether or not
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the surface precipitation reaction as it occurs at the cytoplasmic
surface is the same reaction that takes place deep in the cell
is of much interest.

The surface precipitation reaction at the

cytoplasmic surface and the viscosity changes occurring deep in
the cell have this much in common:
1.

Both are fund aentally gelation responses.

The formation of

a surface membrane from fluid cytoplasm necessitates an increase
in viscosity comparable to that taking place deep in the cell.
2.

Calcium is re eo onsible for both surface fil u s and deep

cytoplasmic gelatin .

3.

Bo t h types of reaction are inhibited by the same agents,

namely, low te mpe rature, fat solvents, oxalates, and citrates.

4.

Both types of rea ction occur simultaneously ,in certain cells,

na.,.;ely, echinoderm ova.

This suggests both are part of the same

reaction.
The above simi l arities, it must be admitted, do not prove
conclusively that the two processes are identical, but most
authorities consider them so.

There are also differences

between the surface film formation and the deep cytoplasmic
gelation:
1.

Deep cytoplasmic gelation is preceeded , in some case at

lea s t, by brief solation, whereas the mechanism of surface film
deposit appears to involve ge lation only.

However, it would be
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very difficult if not impossible to detect a brief solation
involving only a very thin peripheral cytoplas.:i ic zone.

So it

can ot be positively stated that the a ppearance of a surface film
is not preceeded by a trans i e nt solation .
2.

The surface precipitation reaction at the cytoplasmic surface

invo l ves an exceedingly thin laJer of protoplasm whereas that
taking place internally involves nearly the entire cell .

This

difference may be explained by the fact that the surface layer
of the cell is constantly expos ed to fr ~e calcium ions which are
unable to penetrate it .

The inner cytoplasm is exposed to calcium

ions which are release d inside t he cell as a result of stimulation.
Calcium ions set fr ee within the cell may be able to induce a
clotting of the entire inner protop las t.

7.

The formation of surface films is for the most part an

irreversible change , but cytopla sm ic gelation is readily
reversible .

Tnis apparent difference is easily exp l ained .

First, surface film formation is ne t always irreversible .
When an amoeba is cut in two, tre newly formed surface ·film
alte r s its dimensions to fit advancing and withdr awi ng pseudopods .
Such chan~es in surface area must involve cot responding format:ion
and resorpt ion of the surface fil m.

Second , just as in

J2

above,

the surface film is constantly in contact with free calcium ions
which tend to make it permanent.

Finally, account must be taken
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of the fact that the cortical cytoplasm is fun damentally
different from the inner cytoplasm in its response to cations
( See p. 52. )

It would not be remarkable

if

t he sur :'ace pre ci-

pitation reaction were somewhat different in the two t ypes of
protoplas~ .

Certainly the similarities between the surface

film formation and deep cytopla sm ic gelation a ~e more pronounced
than their differences.

Both with a fair degree of certainty

may be considered expressions of a sing le biological res ponse,
the surface precipitation reaction.
As the numb e r of pages devoted to the subject indicates,
the surface precipitation rea , tion has been most clearly
0 emonstrated

to be of value in offering an explanation of the

changes observed when cells a re stimulated .

The experimental

evidence has been obtained from so many differe . t types of
organisms and by so many different inve s tigators that the
ca l cium-rele a se theory of stimulation mus t be regarded as well
establ ished, at least in so far as protozoa, sea -urchin eggs,
and El odea cells are concerned.

Concerning stimulation of

muscle cells the evidence i s strong but not entirely conclusive,
mainly because no means of demonstrating releaee of ca lcium in
the cell and viscosity changes in the sarcoplanm have been
developed.

Whet her or not the calcium-release theory will

exp lain stimulation and re s onse in nerve cells is at present
problematical .

8J .

The importance of the surface precipitation reaction in
explaining the action of anae·sthetics is as firmly established
as its importance in stimulation.

In fact, stimulation and

anaesthesia are but a single problem .

The calcium - release

and surfaee precipitation reaction mechanisms are the only means
of explaining the stimulating as well as the depressent effects
of anaesthetics .

The theory also explains magnesium anaes t hesia

in a new and convincing manner .
The surface precipitation reaction offers pr obably the best
available explamation of cation antagonism.

The concept that

different layers of cytoplasm respond to ions in an opposite
manner has !Ilade clear how two cations can behave antagonistically
under some conditions and synergistically under others .

This

fact has been one of the most puzzling aspects of the entire
problem of cation antagonism .
If it is accepted that the change s observed in cells during
stimulation and response are manifestations of the surface
precipitation reaction, the same reaction must be of s·ignificance
in cell division .

This follows because the changes which initiate

cell division are those of stimulation .

Cell division is merely

the normal response of an egg to stimulation.

Not one , but

sev ~ral changes incident to fertilization of the egg appear
to be manifestations of the surface precipitation reaction .
These have already been disucssed adequately under the appropriate
heading .
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Vacuolization is definitely a manifestation of a surface
precipitation reaftion in the sea -urchin egg because it is
associated both with the formation of surface fil ms and with
clotting of the deep cytopl asm.

It is possible that vacuolization

in other types of cells where it is not the res u lt of stimulation,
may be on a different basis.

The formati on of vacuoles has not

been demonstrated as related to the surface precipitation reaction
in cells other than Arbacia eggs .
1 he relation between the surface precipitatfon reaction
and coagulation of blood of vertebrate s is not as definitely
proved as that of the other phenomena described above.

Certainly

the type of gelation occurring when blood coagulates is entirely
different from that taking place within the cell or at the
cytoplasmic surface.

The similari ty, or perhaps merely the

analogy, is only between the first stage of coagulation of
blood and the surface precipitation reaction.

The processes

are similar only thr ough the formation of thrombin and orothromQin.
These two substances are aliks in that they bring about clotting,
the types of clottins produced being entirely different.
Coagulat ion of invertebra t e body fluid is r.aore closely related
to the surface pre cipitat ion reaction, since a release of pigment
is associated with both.
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The relation of haemolysis to the surface pre cipitation
reaction cannot be considered definitely proved.

Although the

mode of rele ase of the pigment appears to be similar, there is
no evidence that it is identical .

The fact that volu~e changes

are alike may be of limited significace.

Vacuolization has been

reported in hqewolyzing cells, but has not been studied extremely.
TBiere is no reason to belbve that all types of vacuolizat i on
are necessarily evidences of a surface precipitation reaction.
To link haemolysis and the surface precipitation reaction
corresponding cytoplasmic viscosity changes must be demonstrated
a nd the role of calcium in haemolysis must be further explored .
In spite of so.ne conflicting ev idenc

J

and in _sp ite of the

fact that experimental evidence has been obtained from work Gn
a restricted number of relatively sirn , le types of cells, the
surface precipitation reaction offe rs pe rh,aps the best available
explanation of cellular stimulation and response , anaesthesia ,
certain phases of cation antago ~ism, and some of the early changes
in cell division .

Whether or not the surface preci,itation

re a ction can explain the same phenomena. in m~l'Jllalian cells
remains to be seen.

The surface precipitation reaction may also

play a part in coagulation and haemolysis of blood, but as yet
this is not completely proved .

l)b .

SUllUila.ry
1.

The term

11

surface precipitation rea ction 11 refers to the

formation of a membrane at the surface of a cytoplasmic mass
when the latter is exposed to the surrounding aquerus medium by
direct injury to the living cell .
2.

The ability to form such a surface membrane is probably

characteristic of all types of cytoplasm under the proper
conditions.

5.

Nucleopla.sm does nathave the property of forming surface

films .

4.

The formation of surface films cannot be explained on a basis

of surface tens ion or adsorption phenomena .

5"• Calcium is essential for the surfa ce precipitation reaction .
In i t s absence surface films do not form.
calcium.

Strontium can replace

Magnesium can do so also , but only in much higher

concentration .

6.

The calcium-release theory of stimulation may be stated as

follows:

W'nen a cell is stimulated, calcium is released from

a bound or ina ctive form in the cortex of the cell .

It enters

the interior of the cell where it pro cuces firs t a brief liquifaction and t hen a clotting of the protoplasm .

The cortex of

the cell, being thus deprived of ca l cium undergoes liquifaction .
The clotting of the inne r cytop : asrn is thought to be evidence of
an internal surface prec i p,itati on reaction.
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7.

Evidence supporting the calcium-release theory of stimulation

has been obtained from the following type s of cells:

Amoeba,

echinoderm ova, plant cells ( Elodea and ~pir~~), and vertebrate
muscle cells.

8.

Anaesthesia is asso ciated with solation of protoplasm.

9.

It is suggested that anaesthetics function by inhibiting

the internal surface pre cipi tation reaction which is caused by
stimulation .

Anaesthe tics inhibit the surface precipitation

reaction not by preventing the r elease of calcium, but by
preventing the clo t ting of the d3eper cytoplasm of the cell.
10 .

The excitory, effects seen in early stages of anaesthesia

may be due to the fuct that low concentrations of anaesthetics
behave as stimulating agents, i.e. they release calcium from
the cortex of the cell.
11.

Cations may exert their effects on protoplasm largely by

inducing changes in its viscosity .
different changes in viscosity .

Different cations induce

The same cation may cause a

given change in the viscosity of the cortical cytoplasm, but
the opposite change in the viscositf of the inner cytoplasm of
the same ce 11 .

Thus in Amoeba , magnesium and ca.le iurn a.re

synergistic in caus ing a. liquifaction of the deep cytoplasm,
but have opposite effects in the cortex, magnesium inducing
liquifa.ction and calcium , a gelation .

dhether in a given
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instance magnesium will behave s~nerg istically or antagonistically toward cacium depends on whether the response of the
cell is more dependent on changes in the cortex or in the
deep cytoplasm.
12.

Replacement of calcium by other cations in the cortex of

the cell, according to the laws of ion exchange, may also
account for changing cati~n antagonis~s.

13.

The surface precipitation reacti on, or a mechanism closely

related to it, plays an important role in parthenogenesis, the
breakdown of the germinal ves icle after fe rtilization, the
elevation of the fertilizati on membr ane, the for ma tion of the
first cle avage pl ane, and in mitotic gelation .
14 .

It is suggested that t he phe nome non of vacuolization of

protoplasm is a manife s tation of an i nternal surface precipitation
reaction.
15.

The surface precipi tation reaction and coagulation of blood

have several marked similarities, among t hem being the fact that
both are initiated by
16.

Haemolysis has certain reBemblance s to tl'esurface precipitation

ree.ttion.

17.

enzyme-like substances.

The se similarities may be merely superficial , however.

It is believed that,because of its widewpread oc currence

and its proved re lation with several vital processes and its
probable relation to other s, the surface precipitation reaction
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is a fundmental response of protoplasm and has a ~ide, and for

·

the most part as yet unexplored, biological significance.

*

*

*

*

*

*

(A more de t a iled summary of the important points brought out in
this p~pe r may be found i n the closing paragraph of each.of the
topics listed in the Table of Contents . )
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